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DESIGN AND ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENTAL TEST RIG
TO STUDY METAL ADDITIVE MANUFACTURING

Abstract
By
MORGAN ELIZABETH AUSTIN

Additive manufacturing is a layer-by-layer rapid manufacturing method that utilizes usercreated computer aided design to build parts [1]. Metal additive manufacturing allows for
optimization of geometries that is not usually possible by traditional manufacturing, especially in
biomedical, aerospace, and other sectors [2]. One drawback to metal additive manufacturing is a
rough surface finish [3], which is caused by metal powder being blown onto the part. The onset of
particle motion, or metal powder blown onto a part, is characterized by the critical Shields
number [4]. The critical Shields number for metal powders are unknown. To eventually study
critical Shields numbers of metal powders, beyond this Thesis, a facility was designed, built, and
optimized. This work endeavored to characterize the test section of the facility. Characterization
involved optimizing different parameters including the baffle plate orientation, the use of a
pressure pipe, the inlet pipe length, the lighting, and the amount of data taken. After optimization
was complete, different inlet conditions (percentages of valve opening), which changes the flow
rate of mean velocity in the test section, were studied. Increasing the valve opening, increased the
maximum mean velocity from 3.87 to 5.39 to 5.98 to 6.65 m/s for valve openings of 25%, 50%,
75%, and 100%, respectively. Confidence intervals were constructed for mean velocities of the
upstream, middle of observation plane, and downstream x locations for the four valve settings.
Future work is needed to calculate the critical Shields number for these and other metal powders.
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This work has the potential to reduce the need for extensive post processing of metal additive
manufactured parts.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

1.1. Background and Motivation
Additive manufacturing is a known as a rapid manufacturing method that operates layerby-layer, unlike conventional methods that use subtractive manufacturing [1] [5]. Additive
manufacturing takes user generated 3D computer-aided design data and creates parts from that
data [1]. Key advantages to additive manufacturing, including, but not limited to, the ability to
create complex geometries, minimal post processing, and rapid prototyping capabilities, led to
additive manufacturing processes being used in fields ranging from medical, to construction,
machinery, consumer products, and aerospace [1]. There are several types of additive
manufacturing, with the most widely used process being Fused Deposition Modeling (FDM), also
known as material extrusion, invented in the 1980s by Scott Crump [6]. Other additive
manufacturing processes include powder bed infusion, material deposition, sheet lamination, vat
photopolymerization, and directed energy deposition [7].
Some powder bed fusion techniques are Direct Metal Laser Sintering (DMLS), Selective
Laser Sintering (SLS), and Selective Laser Melting (SLM) [7]. All of these techniques are also
known as metal additive manufacturing because these processes involve fusing together metal
powder to form parts. SLS and DMLS are essentially the same process, but the term SLS can be
used if materials other than metals are used, such as plastic or ceramics. The SLS process
involves several components including a laser, powder bed, build plate (or platform), and powder,
all of which can be seen in Figure 1.1. Figure 1.1 is a schematic of the SLS process. Metal
powder is spread on the build platform, and a laser welds the powders together. Another layer of
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powder is spread on top of the welded powder. This process repeats until the part is built up
layer-by-layer [8].

Figure 1-1. Schematic of Selective Laser Sintering Process [8]
The key difference between SLS and SLM is during SLM, the material is melted fully
instead of simply sintered. There are advantages and disadvantages to fully meting the powder.
There are studies that show that melting the powder leads to a stronger part [9], but the time to
cool the part increases [10]. The increase in cooling time means a longer lead time, negating one
of the main advantages to additive manufacturing – a short lead time.
FDM is currently the most widely used additive manufacturing process, but metal
additive manufacturing is making strides in many sectors including aerospace and biomedical
[11] [12]. Aircraft manufacturers are using additive manufacturing to create lightweight costeffective parts. Specifically, aluminum, titanium, and nickel alloys are considered for their light
weight and strength when used with additive manufacturing. A study by Huang, et al. estimates
that with the use of metal additive manufacturing, “thousands of tons of aluminum, titanium and
nickel alloys could be potentially saved per year in 2050” [11]. Additionally, significant
emissions reductions are possible with the use of metal additive manufacturing. Biomedical
applications seem to be limitless with additive manufacturing. From repairing skull injuries and
creating implants to planning treatments for patients and aiding in diagnosis, the biomedical field
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is greatly impacted by additive manufacturing [13] [14]. Recently, metal additive manufacturing
has been used for creating patient-specific anatomical models, implantable devices, and tissue
engineering [12].
While there are several advantages to metal additive manufacturing, there are still
drawbacks that need to be addressed. Mazzoli notes that “SLS-manufactured parts have little
rough grainy and porous surface finish” [12]. Traditionally, the rough surface finish is addressed
by post-processing, which elongates the manufacturing time [15]. Part of the rough surface is due
to “spatter” from the particles being welded together. When the laser hits the powder, some of the
powder particles are ejected into the air, which is known as spatter [16]. This spatter can lead to a
poor surface finish, so there are means to remove the spatter from the part being built.

Figure 1-2. Schematic of spattered particles from laser beam during selective laser melting (left)
and image of spatter behavior (right) [16].
An inert gas, such as Argon is injected into the build section, and this blows the spatter
away from the part. The inert gas serves two purposes: removing the spatter and protecting the
part from oxidation [16]. Figure 1-3 is a schematic of the entire SLS/SLM system. The laser
welds the powder in the powder bed, and there is a supply of extra powder above the “powder
cylinder”. The shielding gas circulating system is where the inert gas is blown into the test
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section. The inert gas is not typically blown directly over the fresh powders. This is simply an
illustration, as the recoating device sweep direction is typically perpendicular to the gas flow.

Figure 1-3. Schematic of SLS/SLM machine displaying a powder bed, laser, extra powder supply
an inert gas circulating system [16].
While this circulating system removes the spatter particles, it also has the potential to
blow fresh, un-sintered or un-welded, particles from the powder supply onto the part. Anwar and
Pham studied the effect of increasing the inert gas flow velocity on the tensile strength of the part,
and they reported that “the higher the gas flow velocity, the better the part quality” [17]. This
study only considered the tensile strength of the part and not the surface finish. This increase in
flow velocity can lift the fresh powder, which can damage the surface finish of the part, in turn
increasing the post processing time. For metal additive manufacturing, the Ra (roughness
average) is still worse than achieved with traditional manufacturing methods. For example metal
injection molding typically has a surface finish of 30-50 Ra, while metal additive manufacturing
has a surface finish of 250-400+ Ra [3].
This Thesis is a precursor to studying when the fresh powder begins moving from the
inert gas flow. The onset of particle motion can be characterized by the critical Shields number
[4]. Figure 1-4 is a Shields diagram produced by Miller et al., 1977. This diagram displays
Shields numbers for a variety of particles, none of which are metals used in additive
manufacturing. Once the critical Shields number is known for the metal powders of interest, the
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flow velocity of inert gas can be optimized to remove spatter and prevent fresh powder from
ruining the surface finish of parts.

Figure 1-4. Diagram of the critical Shields number for particles such as sand (not metal powders
used in additive manufacturing) [4].
In metal additive manufacturing, the inert gas is blown into the test section near the
bottom wall. This type of flow is known as a wall jet, which is flow parallel to a wall [18]. The
velocity goes to zero at the wall due to the no slip condition, and it also goes to zero far away
from the wall because there is no flow there. Figure 1-5 is a diagram of a wall jet and a free jet. In
order to characterize the critical Shields number, a wall jet velocity profile needs to move the
metal powders.

Figure 1-5. Schematic of wall jet and free jet velocity profiles [18]
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1.2. Overview
The ultimate goal of this research is to quantify the critical Shields number for various
metal powders used in metal additive manufacturing in order to optimize the spatter removal
process. If the critical Shields number is known, then it is possible to prevent the loose powder
from lifting from the inert gases blown in the build chamber. This research has the potential to
improve the surface finish on parts and reduce post processing. Before calculating the critical
Shields number, there are several steps that need to be completed. Table 1-1 outlines the process
to eventually calculate the critical Shields number.
Table 1-1: Research flow chart detailing the research conducted in this Thesis and future work.

Design and
Build

Characterize
test rig

Shields
number

Critical Shields
number

• Design the experimental test rig- Chapter 2
• Build the test rig (Figure 2-9) - Chapter 2

• Optimize the helium bubble testing - Chapter 3
• 2D velocity profiles for 4 valve settings- Chapter 4

• Shields number calculations for 4 valve settings- Chapter 5 (future work)
• Shields number for different valve settings - Chapter 5 (future work)

• Calculate the critical Shields number - Chapter 5 (future work)
• Change rig conditions (e.g. vertical offset) - Chapter 5 (future work)

Designing and building the experimental test rig was the first step in this research project.
The test rig needed to meet several design parameters before it was built. The rig went through
multiple rounds of design reviews, and a final design was settled on (see Chapter 2). This design
was then built and assembled. The next step in the project was to characterize the test rig.
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Characterizing the rig involved taking velocity measurements and creating two-dimensional mean
velocity profiles. These velocity measurements were made using helium bubble testing (see
Chapter 3). The helium bubble testing needed several rounds of iterations to optimize the testing.
Once the testing was optimized, the 2D mean velocity profiles were created. Uncertainty analysis
was run on the data sets (see Chapter 4). Future work is necessary to calculate the critical Shields
number. Additionally, modifications can be made to the test rig to simulate more conditions in
additive manufacturing machines. If a modification is made to the test rig, for example, changing
the vertical offset distance (see Figure 2-8), then the experimentalist would have to go back to the
second step in characterizing the flow.

1.3. Governing Equations
There are three main categories of fundamental equations this research is concerned with;
the equations that were used to design and build the experimental test rig, the equations used to
characterize the metal powder motion, and the equations used for estimating the error with the
helium bubble testing. Equations 1.1-1.5 were used to aid the design of the rig, Equations 1.6-1.8
were used to characterize the powder, and Equations 1.9-1.11 were used to calculate the error
with helium bubble testing.
Equation 1.1 is the mass flow rate, 𝑚̇, which is a constant. Mass flow rate is a critical
parameter for analyzing this test rig. ρ is density, and is a constant in this system. V is the
velocity, and will change throughout the system depending on the cross-sectional area, A.
Equation 1.1: 𝑚̇ = 𝜌𝑉𝐴 = 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡 [19]
The mass flow rate allows for the velocity to be calculated anywhere in the experimental
test rig, as long as the velocity is known in one location, and the cross-sectional area is known in
both the known and unknown velocity locations. Once the velocity is known in all sections of the
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test rig, the head loss can be calculated. There are both major and minor losses in this system. A
major head loss is one due to friction, and a minor head loss is due to the components in the
system, such as a contraction [20].
There are two main major head losses that are of concern in this rig, the straight pipe
section and the straight test section. Both of these sections are long and the effects of friction
cannot be ignored. Equation 1.2 can be used to calculate the head loss, ℎ𝐿 , in both of these
sections. 𝑓 is the friction correction factor. It is a function of Reynolds Number and pipe
roughness and is approximately 0.013 in both cases [19]. L is the length of the section. V is the
velocity in these sections, which is calculated using Equation 1. 𝐷ℎ is the hydraulic diameter. 𝑔 is
the term for gravity, and this is 9.8 m/s2.
Equation 1.2: ℎ𝐿 = 𝑓

𝐿𝑉 2
2𝐷ℎ 𝑔

[19]

There are three main types of minor head loss concerns in the test rig. These are curved,
converging, and diverging sections. The curved section head loss is calculated using Equation
1.3. ℎ𝐿 , V, and 𝑔 are all the same as Equation 2. 𝑘𝐿 is a dimensionless parameter for the local loss
coefficient, that is dependent on the size of the pipe [21]. In this case, 𝑘𝐿 is 0.2. The minor head
loss for a converging nozzle is calculated using Equation 1.3 as well. However, the local loss
coefficient is different than the coefficient for the curved pipe. The converging inlet nozzle
coefficient is 0.07, and the converging outlet nozzle coefficient is 0.02. The diverging nozzle
head loss can also be calculated using Equation 1.3, with a coefficient of 0.3. The coefficients
were all determined using preexisting data [19]. There are no existing equations for the
honeycomb and pressure plate head loss calculations that are accurate enough for this application.
These parts were modeled in computationally as porous plates, and the head loss was directly
found.
𝑉2

Equation 1.3: ℎ𝐿 = 𝑘𝐿 2𝑔 [19]
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Once the head loss is known for all major and minor losses, the head losses are all added
together. Equation 1.4 is used to calculate the pressure drop across the entire system.
Equation 1.4: ∆𝑃 = 𝜌𝑔ℎ𝐿 [19]
The horsepower required is critical for selecting a proper pump to provide the air flow to
the system. Horsepower is a function of mass flow rate and pressure drop. Using Equation 1.5,
one can calculate the horsepower required. Convert the pressure drop to pounds per square inch
and the flow rate to gallons per minute to use this equation.
Equation 1.5: 𝐻𝑜𝑟𝑠𝑒𝑝𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 =

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝐷𝑟𝑜𝑝∗𝐹𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒
1714

[22]

The Shields number is used to calculate the onset of particle motion. The Shields number
is the non-dimensionalized shear stress. Shear stress is the coplanar component of stress. Shear
stress is defined by Equation 1.6. µ is the dynamic viscosity of the flow, u is the flow velocity,
and y is the height above the boundary. Shields number is defined by Equation 1.7, where 𝜏 is
from Equation 1.6, ρs is the density of the sediment, ρ is the density of the fluid, g is the
gravitational acceleration, and D is the diameter of the sediment.
Equation 1.6: 𝜏(𝑦) = 𝜇

𝜕𝑢
𝜕𝑦

𝜏
−𝜌)𝑔𝐷
𝑠

Equation 1.7: 𝜏 ∗ = (𝜌

[23]
[24]

Equation 1.8 is the boundary Reynolds number, which is another dimensionless
parameter. The variables in the numerator, such as D, are all defined above for Equations 1.6 and
1.7. 𝜈 is the kinematic viscosity, which is the dynamic viscosity over the density of the flow. The
critical Shields number is a function of the boundary Reynolds number [4].
Equation 1.8: 𝑅𝑒𝜏 =

√𝜏/𝜌𝐷
𝜈

[4]

The helium bubble testing generates some uncertainty or error, just as in any other
experiment. Quantifying that error is critical to understanding the air flow inside the test section.
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Equation 1.9 expresses the likelihood of sampling a velocity that falls within the limits of the
mean velocity, 𝑉̅. The velocity limits are theoretical values of velocity. These limits are at a
certain confidence level, 𝑧𝑐 . The confidence level tells us that there is a 68% probability of the
sampled velocity to fall within one standard deviation, 𝜎, of the mean, and at a confidence level
of 95%, the sampled velocity has a 95% probability of falling within a range of two standard
deviations [25]. For these experiments, a 95% confidence level will be used. 𝑧𝑐 equals 1.96 for a
confidence level of 95% [26]. Equation 1.10 is the sample standard deviation, where 𝑛 is the
sample size, and V is the velocity. The standard deviation over the square root of the sample size
is known as the standard error. Therefore the confidence interval is the mean velocity plus or
minus the standard error.
𝑧 𝜎
Equation 1.9: 𝑉̅ ± 𝑐𝑛 [25]
√

Equation 1.10: 𝜎 = √

̅ 2
∑𝑛
𝑖=1(𝑉𝑖 −𝑉)
𝑛−1

[25]

1.4. Helium Bubble Testing for Particle Image Velocimetry Overview
Particle image velocimetry (PIV) is a non-invasive method to collect velocity
measurements [27]. The velocity is measured through seeding particles, which are particles that
are suspended in the flow [28]. These particles need to follow the flow in order to get an accurate
velocity measurement and minimize errors. PIV data can be taken in both gas and liquid flows,
but the seeding particles are different. In 1997, Melling compiled an extensive list of materials
used as seeding particles for both air and liquid flows. The list for air flow is summarized in
Table 1-2.
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Table 1-2: Seeding particles in gas flows for PIV [28].
Material

dp
(µm)
<1

Nd:YAG

Pulse energy,
pulse time
10 mJ, 20 ns

0.7-1
0.3

Nd:YAG
Nd:YAG

110 mJ, 12 ns
400 mJ

3

Nd:YAG

9 mJ, 6 ns

0.8

Ruby

20 ns

Polycrystalline
Glass

30
30

Nd:YAG
Ruby

135 mJ, 6 ns
30 mJ, 30 ns

Oil smoke

1

Ruby

5J

Corn oil

1-2

Nd:YAG

100 mJ

Oil

1-2

Nd:YAG

120 mJ

Olive oil (m =
1.47,
ρ = 970 kg m-3)

1.06

Nd:YAG

70 mJ, 16 ns

TiO2 (m = 2.6,
ρ = 3500 kg m3
)
TiO2, ZrO2
Al2O3 (m =
1.76, ρ = 3970
kg m-3)

Laser

Light sheet
w (mm) t (mm)
15
0.3

0.2

150

≈1

0.4
200

0.5

Reference
Reuss et al (1989)

Paone et al (1996)
Muniz et al
(1996)
Anderson et al
(1996)
Krothapalli et al
(1996)
Grant et al (1994)
Schmidt and
Lö ffler (1993)
Stewart et al
(1996)
Jakobsen et al
(1994)
Westerweel et al
(1993)
Fischer (1994)
Raffel et al (1996)

The particle needs to be neutrally buoyant in the flow medium, so different materials
need to be used for different mediums. In 1997, all of the materials for air PIV had a diameter of
30 µm or less [28], which requires a camera with very high resolution to visualize. More recently,
researchers have been using helium filled soap bubbles for PIV in air. The author notes that there
were some visual studies earlier that used helium filled bubbles [29].
Helium filled soap bubbles are created to be neutrally buoyant, combining the helium
with air to match the density of the bubble to air. Sage Action sells helium bubble generators and
several papers have been published using this commercial bubble machine [30] [31] [32]. Most
relevant to this work is the work by Scarano et al. where they used helium filled soap bubbles for
particle image velocimetry in a wind tunnel [29]. Scarano notes that “achieved seeding density of
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<0.01 particles per pixel enables resolving the Kármán vortices, whereas turbulent sub-structures
cannot be captured” [29]. The volume considered was 20 x 20 x 12 cm3, and this is approximately
the view area for the experiments following in Chapter 3-4. Some error is therefore expected in
the data.

1.5. Saltation Overview
Saltation is the motion of particles on a surface bed [33]. Figure 1-6 displays the
trajectories of particles experiencing saltation. Saltation can be thought of as a rolling motion,
where the particles do not become suspended in the flow (the particles lift and fall back down).
Saltation only occurs if the wind speed is high enough to reach of critical Shields number, but not
too high to suspend the particles, see Figure 1-7 [34].

Figure 1-6. Schematic of possible trajectories of particles experiencing saltation [34].

Figure 1-7. Diagram of saltation of quartz that demonstrates when saltation is possible; wind too
feeble the particle does not lift, wind too violent the particles suspend in the flow [34].
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This process is more complicated than particles simply lifting and falling back to the
surface. While the trajectory of the particles is mainly determined by gravitational and fluid
forces, there are also midair collisions and electrostatic forces. The primary fluid force is from
drag, and the only gravitational force is from gravity [35]. Midair collisions can cause the
particles to fall back to the surface quicker. Kok and Jasper created a numerical model of steady
state saltation. However, the saltation process has primarily been studied in geology, including
grains on mars, sand, and dust [33] [36] [37]. None of the particles studied yet, to the author’s
knowledge, are metals. This work aims to close the gap between geological particles and metal
powders for saltation.
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Chapter 2. Experimental Facilities
The experimental facility was designed to meet several technical specifications in order
to study the movement of metal powders. The facility is comprised of a test rig, bubble generator,
powder spreading system, and imaging technologies. The test rig is the critical part of the facility
where powder motion is studied. The bubble generator is a seeding device for Particle Image
Velocimetry (PIV). The powder spreading system is used to spread powder in even layers.
Finally, the imaging technologies include a high speed camera, LED, and a calibration target, all
of which are used to accurately measure the powder dispersion process.

2.1. Test Rig
The test rig went through several design iterations to optimize the capabilities of the
facility. Figure 2-1 is the final computer aided design of the facility. It displays all of the major
parts. This facility is comprised of several integral components. The test rig has a (1) pump, (2)
pipes, (3) diverging inlet nozzle, (4) pressure plate, (5) honeycomb, (6) converging inlet nozzle,
(7) walls and test section, and (8) converging outlet nozzle. Together, these components make it
possible to visualize metal powder flow. The air flow starts at the pump and goes through the
pipes, making its way to the diverging inlet nozzle. The air goes through the components in the
order listed above. After the converging outlet nozzle, the flow goes through another pipe and
back to the pump. This system is closed loop. A closed loop system is optimal for studying metal
powder motion. The metal powder is typically small enough to enter human lungs, which is a
hazard. Limiting the metal powder exposure to the outside world is critical for the health of
anyone operating the facility.
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Figure 2-1. SolidWorks model of experimental test rig used to aid in the construction of the facility.

One design specification, set by General Electric, is the facility needs to be able reach 4
m/s at the base of the test section to ensure lift of metal powder. Applying a safety factor of 50%,
calculations were run at 6 m/s. This means the velocity below the baffle plate needs to be 6 m/s,
and the velocity above only needs to be 1 m/s (see Figure 2-2). The flow rate required was
calculated using Equation 1.1 and was 218 cubic feet per minute. To meet this velocity
specification, a pump (1) with adequate horsepower is required. Determining the needed
horsepower requires calculating the head loss through each component. There are major and
minor losses through the pipes (both the curved sections and straight sections), the two
converging nozzles (inlet and outlet), the diverging inlet nozzle, the honey comb, the pressure
plate, and the test section.
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Figure 2-2. Schematic used to calculate the flow rate in the test section with an upper co-flow
velocity of 1 m/s and lower jet velocity of 6 m/s.

While the calculations are approximate, the safety factor that was applied is enough to
ensure adequate pump output. The flow rate required for 6 m/s is 1630 GPM (gallon per minute),
calculated using Equation 1.1 from Chapter 1.3, see Figure 2-2. The inner diameter of the pipe is
2”, therefore the velocity coming from the pump needs to be approximately 38 m/s to reach a
velocity of 6 m/s in the test section, using Equation 1.1, since the mass flow rate is constant in the
rig. The approximate pressure drop across the entire system was calculated using Equation 1.21.4 and verified using CFD. The pressure drop is approximately 8 psi. The horsepower required
from the pump (Equation 1.5), using the calculated pressure drop and flow rate, is 7.6 HP. After
consulting with General Electric and considering budget constraints, the maximum horsepower
pump that Becker sells was selected. The horsepower is 6.4 HP, and while this is less than the
calculated need of 7.6 HP, the 50% safety factor will ensure a 4 m/s velocity.

The pipe (2) size was chosen based on the pump. The material needed to be flexible
enough to bend 180 degrees, but also sturdy enough to withstand the high flow rate coming from
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the powerful pump. Additionally, the pipe should not be too rigid, otherwise the vibrations from
the pump would be transferred to the rig. These vibrations would prevent accurate data capture.

The pipe connects the pump to the diverging inlet nozzle (3). The diverging inlet nozzle
is the green piece on the far right of Figure 2-1. One end of the nozzle is an open 2” diameter
circle, and the other end is a 10”x11” open square. About halfway downstream in the square box
is a pressure plate (4), Figure 2-3. The pressure plate is a tool to help the flow spread from the 2”
pipe to the entirety of the large box. The pressure plate is designed to force the flow from the
center to the outside edges. With small holes in the center and larger holes moving towards the
edges, the flow that would normally be higher in the center is moved towards the outer edges,
resulting in a more uniform flow across the test section. The plate was also designed with screw
holes, see the right Figure 2-3 (top and bottom of the image). Instead of gluing the pressure plate
into one location, with screws, the rig can be easily modified. If the pressure plate needs to be
moved for future work beyond this Thesis, this is an easy fix.

Figure 2-3. Pressure plate that was placed in the test rig after the converging inlet nozzle that aids
in evenly distributing the flow across the inlet box (left- CAD model, right- real pressure plate)
Once the flow is evenly distributed amongst the box, the flow needs to be straightened. A
typical tool used for straightening flow is a honeycomb (5). Figure 2-4 displays the honeycomb
used in this system. The honeycomb is 3-1/8” thick and the individual cells are 7mm. The
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material is PC2 Polycarbonate. The honeycomb is 10”x11” just like the pressure plate. The
honeycomb is approximately 2” downstream of the pressure plate, and it is immediately upstream
of the converging inlet nozzle.

Figure 2-4. The honeycomb is a flow straightening device that was placed in the inlet box after the
pressure plate and before the converging inlet nozzle (left- honeycomb, right- honeycomb in the
inlet box)
The converging inlet nozzle (6) was designed to allow for a wall jet to form on the
bottom wall of the test section. The metal plate seen in the left Figure 2-5, in the middle of the
inlet nozzle, is called the baffle plate. The baffle plate can be pivoted about the round circle seen
in the right Figure 2-5. This pivot allows for different amounts of flow to come through the top
and bottom portions of the inlet nozzle. The purpose for flow on the top portion is to prevent
recirculation in the test rig on the top of the test section. Without flow on the top, there is a lowpressure region, and the air will travel to this low-pressure zone. Allowing for varying amounts of
co-flow (the flow in the top section) is integral to optimizing the flow in the test section. Without
the ability to move the baffle plate, the facility would be limited to only one jet profile. When the
baffle plate is not pivoted at all, it is in the same orientation as the top of the inlet nozzle,
resulting in the bottom section being a miniaturized version of the inlet nozzle without the baffle
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plate. This baffle plate could be readily changed in future work as needed. A key in designing this
large of a system is to ensure changes can be made easily incase the first design does not work.

Figure 2-5. The converging inlet nozzle connects the honeycomb to the test section. The nozzle
serves the purpose of creating a wall jet profile in the test section and preventing recirculation. It is
shown from two different angles.
The converging inlet nozzle feeds into the test section (7). The test section consists of the
area that data is collected, the build plate, and the walls surrounding the test section. The area that
data is collected is in the middle of the test section (a view area of 9.375”x9.375”, which is
discussed in more detail in Chapter 3.1). The test section is approximately 3 feet long, the cross
section is 10” wide and 6-10” high. The height of the test section changes based on the alignment
of the build plate. The build plate is the bottom plate of the test section, which is configured on a
lift table. The lift table moves the plate vertically. The lift table can bring the build plate down to
the powder spreading system (see Chapter 2.3), or it can bring the plate to the location for testing.
In future tests beyond this Thesis, a vertical offset will be considered. A vertical offset is the
distance from the bottom of the converging inlet nozzle to the top of the build plate. Figure 2-6
demonstrates the difference between a vertical offset and no vertical offset. All tests run in this
research have a vertical offset of 0” or no vertical offset (Figure 2-6, left). Therefore, the cross
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section of the test section is 10”x6”. Finally, the walls that surround the test section are
plexiglass. Plexiglass is clear, so imaging of the experiments is possible.

Figure 2-6. Demonstration of vertical offset. (Left- No Offset, Right- Offset)
After the test section is the converging outlet nozzle (8). This nozzle is 10”x8” on the
upstream side and a 2” pipe on the downstream side. This nozzle connects the test section to
another pipe that connects back to the pump. The entire system can be seen in Figure 2-7.

Figure 2-7. Experimental test rig fully assembled with all components.
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2.2. Bubble Generator
Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) is a non-invasive optical measurement tool to measure
the velocity [27]. PIV is required to diagnose the flow characteristics inside the experimental test
rig before studying the powder dispersion. This flow measurement tool requires seeding particles
that do not interfere with the flow. Helium bubbles were selected for this application because
they are neutrally buoyant, and their small size of ~ 1 mm has a small effect on the flow. The
bubbles are produced at a rate of approximately 800 bubbles/second and each last for 1-2 minutes
[38]. This is not a high seeding density, but with long data sets, it is possible to resolve the flow
inside the test rig. Figure 2-8 shows the console that produces the helium filled soap bubbles.
Additionally, Figure 2-9 is of the console set up with the experimental test rig.
The bubble generator itself is comprised of several subcomponents including (1) mini
vortex filters, (2) soap solution, (3) calibration knobs, (4) air and helium supplies, (5) and tubing
from the generator to the test rig.
The two mini vortex filters (1), seen in Figure 2-8 – bottom left arrow, separate bubbles
that are not the correct size and buoyancy. This allows for more accuracy in the data collected.
The soap solution (2), seen in Figure 2-8 – right arrow, is a special soap provided by Sage Action.
This soap makes the bubbles durable enough to last 1-2 minutes. The bubbles travel through the
test section much faster than 1 minute, so a minimal number of bubbles should pop during the
testing. At the walls, there is a chance that the bubbles will rupture from the contact with the
walls. The calibration knobs (3), seen in Figure 2-8 – top left arrow, have specifications provided
by Sage Action. Calibrating the bubble generator is discussed in Appendix A. The air and helium
supplies (4), in Figure 2-9 – right arrow, need to be set to 40 psi and 20 psi, respectively. The air
and helium supplies are also discussed in Appendix A. Finally, the tubing (5), in Figure 2-9 – left
arrow, connects the bubble generator to the inlet nozzle.
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Figure 2-8. Helium bubble generator used to create seeding particles for PIV testing. Image displays
the calibration nozzles, mini vortex filters, and bubble film solution.

Figure 2-9. Helium bubble generator implemented in the experimental facility. Image displays the
helium and air supplies and the tubes that feed the helium bubbles into the test section.
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The bubble generator is vital for PIV, but will be turned off when the facility is collecting
metal powder data. After the entire test section has been characterized, testing will focus on the
saltation process of metal powder used in additive manufacturing. Combining the data collected
from PIV with the metal powder data, one will be able to characterize different metal powder.
The goal of this research is to determine the critical Shields number for various metal powders
used in metal additive manufacturing.

2.3. Spreading System
A feature of this experimental facility that is not currently in use is the spreading system.
The spreading system is for spreading metal powder in even layers. Once PIV testing is
completed, metal powder testing will begin in future work, and this is a critical component for
testing. The spreading system is comprised of several components including (1) linear rails, (2)
stepper motors, (3) flat spreading plates, and (4) a microcontroller and power supply.
The (1) linear rails can be seen in Figure 2-10, and the left green arrow points to one of
them. There are five linear rails in total. The four surrounding the center rail are structural, and
the center rail is the spreading rail. The three (2) stepper motors can also be seen in Figure 2-10,
and the right green arrow points to the only visible motor. The other two motors are connected to
the black plates in the middle of two of the linear rails. The motor in the center moves the black
plate left and right, as demonstrated by the red arrows. The other two motors move the entire
center rail forward and backwards. This forward and backward motion is how the metal powder is
spread.
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Figure 2-10. Spreading system for spreading metal powder in even layers. Image displays the
motors and linear rails. Schematic of the horizontal motion of spreading system displayed with red
arrows.
The (3) flat spreading plate is a simple piece of metal that has a flat edge (See Figure 212). When this piece comes in contact with a pile of metal powder, the powder will flatten to the
height difference between this piece and the build plate. This process is known as “raking”, and is
demonstrated in Figure 2-11. Raking requires that the powder be spherical [39]. There are other
methods of spreading powder, including rolling and gravitational feeding that do not require the
powder to be spherical [39]. However, raking is economical to implement, and the powder that
interests General Electric, so far, is spherical. If, in the future, one wishes to study non spherical
particles, the spreading technology will need to be reconsidered.

Figure 2-11. Schematic of the raking metal powder spread method [39]
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Figure 2-12. Actual image of spreading system with flat spreading plate used to rake the metal
powder in even layers
The motors are operated by a (4) microcontroller and power supply. The microcontroller,
Figure 2-13 – right arrow, controls the motors using an input from the computer and user. The
power supply, Figure 2-13 – left arrow, is a 24V power supply.

Figure 2-13. Spreading system with the microcontroller and power supply identified by green
arrows.
The spreading system is an integral component once this research progresses to metal
powder characterization. Raking the powder into even layers is a common method of distribution
in metal additive manufacturing machines, and it is also a good way to guarantee unbiased results
for critical Shields number testing. If the powder is not in an even layer, this could create
different flow dynamics in the test section, such as a small wake. This spreading system, while
not in use yet, will be a critical system in future work.
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2.4. Camera and Calibration
Imaging technology is needed to capture the data for both helium bubble testing and
metal powder testing. The camera used for both types of testing is a Photron FASTCAM Mini
AX200 [40]. This camera has the capability to capture high speed images at a frame rate of 6,400
frames per second without lowering the resolution. With a velocity of 6 m/s max, a frame rate of
5000 frames per second is sufficient for the helium bubble testing. The camera lens used for this
research was a Nikon 200 mm macro lens. For the helium bubble testing, it is important to see as
much of the test section as possible. The camera needs to be placed far back (2-3 feet away) from
the front wall of the test section. Using a calibration target, similar to the calibration target in
Figure 2-14, the camera focuses on the center of the test section. The calibration target is a clear
piece of plastic with dots of known size and center-to-center distances. Counting the number of
dots in the frame will allow one to calculate the view area. For all tests done in this Thesis, the
camera view area is 9.375”x9.375”. The calibration target for helium bubble testing is much
larger than the one used for powder visualization.
For powder visualization, the goal is to see ~15 micron particles lift into the air. Since the
particles are so small, the camera needs to zoom into a smaller area. The camera view area is
about 2”x2”. Figure 2-15 shows the camera as close to the test section’s wall as possible. In the
center of the test section, a spread pile of powder is visible. The frame rate will also need to be
increased, as 5000 frames per second is probably not fast enough to see the individual particles
lift. Additionally, a microscope lens may be required for this application. The Photron
FASTCAM can reach a very high frame rate, but the resolution is not the best. At 1024x1024
pixels, the tiny particles may be missed. A microscope lens will guarantee visualization of each
individual powder particle.
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Figure 2-14. Calibration target used to calibrate the camera for metal powder testing.

Figure 2-15. Demonstration of the camera orientation for metal powder testing with metal powder
spread on the build plate.

The camera makes viewing the particles and helium bubbles possible. The experimental
facility was designed and built to ultimately study the saltation process of metal particles and
calculate the critical Shields number. However, it was also designed to allow for characterization
of the experimental test section. This characterization involves helium bubble PIV to calculate the
velocity inside the test section. Optimization of the helium bubble testing follows in Chapter 3,
and characterization of the test section at three different baffle orientations follows in Chapter 4.
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Chapter 3. Optimization of Helium Bubble Testing
After building the facility, described in Chapter 2, the flow inside of the test section
needed to be characterized. The velocity inside the test section was calculated using Particle
Image Velocimetry (PIV). PIV needs seeding particles, and in this case, helium bubbles were
used. Helium bubbles are neutrally buoyant, and are expected to follow the flow. In PIV, images
are taken of the test section. The test section has a constant flow of helium bubbles, and when the
pump is running, the bubbles move with the flow. The images were analyzed in sequential order
to track the bubbles. The PIV code looked at the first image and identify individual objects
(bubbles). In the next image, the code did the same thing, but this time it connected the objects in
the first image to the objects in the second image. These connections are known as “tracks”. It is
important be able to track as many helium bubbles as possible for a good data set, which requires
a high-speed camera that captures images at a high frame rate and bright lighting. This chapter
will explain the experimental setup for helium bubble testing as well as the different parameters
of the system that were optimized in order to get “clean” flow. Clean flow refers both to how
many bubble tracks are captured, as well as the velocity profile. A clean velocity profile would
have no reverse flow, and exhibit a jet profile.

3.1. Experimental Setup
All of the experiments were run in the new facility discussed in detail in Chapter 2. There
were two main objectives to these experiments. The first objective was to visualize and
characterize the flow in the test section, and the second was to optimize the flow in the test
section.
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Visualizing the flow requires a camera, lighting, and seeding particles. Figure 3-1
displays the camera and light source. The camera was set up far away from the test section, so the
field of view is large. Every experiment visualized the same 9.375”x9.375” area, shown in the red
square in Figure 3-2. Figure 3-2 is a diagram that explains key features of the experiments. The
flow travels from the right to left in all experiments, as shown by the red arrows. The white
rectangle is the build plate, and in all experiments, it is flush with the inlet nozzle. The black
curved line in the inlet nozzle is the baffle plate.

Figure 3-1. Demonstration of the camera orientation for helium bubble visualization with the
camera and light source identified by green arrows.

Figure 3-2. Schematic of the experimental test rig with the camera view area identified by red box.
Red arrows used to display flow direction (right to left).
The camera and calibration are the same as discussed in Chapter 2.4. The light source is
also the same as discussed, but the position for the light was a parameter that changes in these
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experiments. The optimum position was determined throughout these experiments. The camera
visualizes the seeding particles that are illuminated by the light source. These seeding particles
are helium bubbles. The maximum output of helium bubbles was used for all experiments.
Once the camera collects all of the images in the Photron FASTCAM Viewer software, a
computer code tracks the helium bubbles. This computer code is in Appendix B. The output of
the computer code is a contour plot of the velocity in the test section. The contour plot
characterizes the flow.
Another objective of this study is to prepare for the future work to optimize the flow for
metal powder dispersion. The design of the experimental test rig, outlined in Chapter 2, makes it
possible to adjust and optimize the flow. This chapter overviews the parameters optimized in
these experiments and the selection of the optimum configurations.

3.2. Parameters Optimized
The parameters optimized in this study were the baffle orientation, pressure plate, inlet
pipe length, lighting, number of frames analyzed, and number of tracks. Over the course of five
iterative tests, outlined in Table 3-1, errors were identified and corrected by changing the
parameters, resulting in optimized parameters. Before delving into the tests themselves, it is
important to discuss these key parameters in more detail.
Table 3-1: Five tests ran to optimize the parameters: baffle orientation, pressure plate, inlet pipe
length, lighting, and number of frames analyzed.

Test 1
Test 2
Test 3
Test 4
Test 5

Baffle
Orientation
High
Low
Low
Low
Low

Pressure
Plate
None
None
None
None
Yes

Inlet Pipe
Length
Short
Short
Short
Short
Long

Lighting
Right
Right
Middle
Middle
Middle

Number of
Frames Analyzed
7280
40010
40010
436820
21841

Number
of Tracks
58891
405666
322519
5937335
1720075
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The baffle plate, introduced in Chapter 2.1, is a curved plate that is situated in the middle
of the converging inlet nozzle. The curved geometry matches the top of the inlet nozzle. The
baffle plate can rotate about a pivot point. Figure 3-3 displays the two baffle orientations studied
in this Thesis. Baffle orientation low is when there is no rotation to the baffle plate. Baffle
orientation high is rotated where the top cross-sectional area gets larger, and the bottom crosssectional area gets smaller. When the bottom cross-sectional area gets smaller, a stronger wall jet
will form. Mass flow rate, 𝑉2 =

𝑉1 𝐴1
,
𝐴2

dictates that velocity will increase if the area decreases.

Therefore, the velocity in the wall jet gets higher from low to high baffle orientations. An initial
concern with baffle orientations high was that there would not be enough co-flow and
recirculation would occur.

Figure 3-3. Schematic of the baffle orientations studied in this Thesis. Baffle orientations are used
to control the speed of the mean flow in the test section. Red arrow shows flow direction and black
curve is the baffle plate. (Top- Baffle low, Bottom- Baffle high)
The next key parameter is the pressure plate, which was introduced in Chapter 2.1. The
pressure plate is a tool commonly used to evenly distribute the flow across the cross-sectional
area. The flow is coming from a 2” pipe to a 10”x11” box. The air does not have enough time to
distribute itself to the entire box. The pressure plate has small holes in the center and larger holes
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on the edges, which causes more flow to travel to the edges. This creates an evenly distributed
flow. The general concern with using pressure plates is a high pressure drop across the plate. The
pressure drop causes a decrease in velocity in the test section. As long as the velocity still reaches
at least 2 m/s, the facility can be used to study the metal powder dispersion process. Figure 3-4
displays the location of the pressure plate.

Figure 3-4. Schematic demonstrating the pressure plate in the experimental test rig that is used to
evenly distribute the flow to the entire inlet box. (top- no pressure plate, bottom- pressure plate
shown in green)
When the facility was first designed, the inlet pipe length was not considered in great
detail. It was assumed that the curve in the pipe, shown in Figure 3-5, would not affect the flow
greatly. This assumption was wrong. Simple tests with an anemometer showed that with a short
flow development period after a curve in the pipe, the flow was not coming out of the pipe’s
cross-sectional area evenly. An increased straight section, shown in Figure 3-6, after the curved
section would allow for the flow to develop more in the pipe.
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Figure 3-5. Original pipe design: short inlet pipe right after the curved section

Figure 3-6. New pipe design: long inlet pipe that allows the flow to develop into an even profile
before reaching the inlet box.
The lighting was another parameter optimized in these tests. Initial testing indicated that
there is a major reflection on the bottom plate from the light source. The reflection made it
impossible to collect helium bubble tracks near the bottom plate. To correct for this, the light
source was moved to the side, out of the view from the camera. The hope was there would be
enough light still to illuminate the entire test section. Figure 3-7 is a raw image of the helium
bubble testing with the lighting moved to the right side. There is still a reflection on the bottom
plate towards the right side, and the helium bubbles are not illuminated on the left side.
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Figure 3-7. Raw image (no post processing) of helium bubble testing with the light source on the
right. Bubbles visible on the right as small white circles, but no bubbles visible on the left.
To correct for the missing bubbles on the left side, the light source needed to be moved to
the center. The reflection on the bottom plate was removed when the metal was covered with a
black sheet of construction paper. Figure 3-8 is a raw image of the helium bubble testing with the
construction paper on the bottom and the light source in the middle. There are still minor
reflections, but there are ways to correct for this in the computer code. The majority of helium
bubbles are illuminated as well, so this is a good light orientation.

Figure 3-8. Raw image (no post processing) of helium bubble testing with light source in the
middle. Helium bubbles visible as white circles in the left, right, and middle.
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The final parameter that was optimized was the number of frames analyzed. When
recording the bubble motion, the camera captures individual images. Each individual image is
one frame. As one can imagine, increasing the number of frames increases the amount of data
collected. With more data, the tracks are longer and the velocity field becomes more resolved.
However, increasing the frames also increases the time to collect data and analyze that data. At
first, the number of frames analyzed in test 1 was too little, so the number was increased. Finding
an optimum number of frames to capture and analyze requires checking the error in the data. A
balance of low error and time to analyze needed to be found.

3.3. 2D Velocity Profiles
There were five tests run using the helium bubble tracking with changing parameters.
Each test has a different configuration, with changing parameters as described in Table 3-1. For
example, test 2 has no pressure plate, and test 5 has a pressure plate. Changing the parameters
allows for optimization of the parameters. The first test ran had a baffle orientation high (see
Figure 3-3), which correlates to the fast jet velocity. Also, there was no pressure plate, a short
inlet pipe length, right-sided lighting, and only 7280 frames were analyzed. Figure 3-9 displays
the mean x velocity from test 1. The second test ran had a baffle orientation low (see Figure 3-3),
and this is the slow jet velocity. There was no pressure plate, a short inlet pipe length, right-sided
lighting, and 40100 frames were analyzed. The third test had a baffle orientation low, no pressure
plate, a short inlet pipe length, center lighting, and 40100 frames were analyzed. The fourth test
had a baffle orientation low, no pressure plate, a short inlet pipe length, center-sided lighting, and
436820 were analyzed. The only different between test 3 and test 4 was the number of frames
analyzed. The final test, test 5, had a baffle orientation low, a pressure plate, a long inlet pipe
length, center-sided lighting, and only 21841 frames were analyzed. Between test 4 and test 5, all
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parameters except for baffle orientation and lighting were changed. The pressure plate was added,
the inlet pipe was lengthened, and the number of frames analyzed was significantly decreased.
Figures 3-9 – 3-13 are contour plots for the mean velocity profiles for the Tests 1-5. The
horizontal and vertical axes are X and Y (cm), respectively. The Y axis does not start at 0 because
the build plate is at 2 cm for Test 1, and 8 cm for the other tests. The mean velocity figures only
show the air flow above the build plate. The air flow is from right to left, so negative velocity is
in the same direction as the air flow, and positive velocity is reverse flow. The bottom of each
figure is where the build plate is located. The color bar displays velocity in meters per second
(m/s), and blue is the fastest flow in the correct direction.

Figure 3-9. Contour plot of the mean velocity in the x direction for the first test. Blue displays high
velocity in the stream wise direction and red displays recirculation.
The mean velocity profile seen in Figure 3-9 displays air traveling in the correct direction
on the bottom, but there is reverse flow on the top. With the baffle plate at orientation high, the
velocity reaches a maximum of about 22 m/s. The high velocity at the bottom also means there is
a low co-flow, resulting in a low-pressure zone, on the top. The low-pressure region on the top
leads to reverse flow. Reverse flow is not ideal, and this needs to be corrected before moving to
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additive manufacturing testing. Additionally, the flow does not look like it has been completely
resolved (the colors in the figure change a lot from left to right, and this should be more uniform
once the velocity is resolved), so the number of frames needed to be increased.

Figure 3-10. Contour plot of the mean velocity in the x direction for the second test. Blue displays
high velocity in the stream wise direction and red displays zero velocity. Missing tracks on the left
side.
Test 2 still has no pressure plate, a short inlet pipe, and right-sided lighting because none
of the problems seen in Test 1 were assumed to be caused by these parameters. The baffle
orientation was moved to low to prevent reverse flow, and the frame rate was increased to
hopefully resolve the flow. There is no reverse flow in Figure 3-10. The maximum velocity is
approximately 5.5 m/s, which is much lower than the maximum velocity from Test 1. This
decrease in velocity is from the baffle plate orientation. A glaring issue from Test 2 is the
difference of velocity from right to left near the top. The flow is not actually decreasing that
rapidly. The right-sided lighting is causing a disparity in number of tracks found in the left side
and right side. Between Test 2 and Test 3 the light is moved from the right side to the center. In
Section 3.2 the center lighting was introduced. When running initial tests, there was a major glare
from the bottom plate when using center lighting. This glare resulted in missing tracks, so side
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lighting was used for Tests 1-2. For Tests 3-5 a black piece of paper was taped to the bottom plate
to prevent the glare.

Figure 3-11. Contour plot of the mean velocity in the x direction for the third test. Blue displays
high velocity in the stream wise direction and red displays zero velocity. Velocity profile not
converged.
The only difference between Tests 2 and 3 was the lighting. Test 3, seen in Figure 3-11,
does not have a large disparity in velocity from right to left like Test 2. However, there are still
fluctuations that appear, similar to Test 1. This hints that there is not enough data to resolve the
mean velocity. Test 3 used only 40010 frames. Test 4 used approximately ten times the number of
frames, 436820, to attempt to resolve the flow.
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Figure 3-12. Contour plot of the mean velocity in the x direction for the fourth test. Blue displays
high velocity in the stream wise direction and red displays zero velocity. Velocity profile converged
but not a wall jet.
Test 4’s mean velocity profile is resolved. There are minor fluctuations in the data, as can
be seen by relatively straight lines of color. Data collection took an entire day, and the analysis
took about two days. This long process is not efficient. Cleaning up the flow by making
modifications to the test rig will allow for less data to result in resolved velocity profiles. Also,
Test 4 is not a wall jet. The velocity is lowest at the bottom and highest 9” above the plate. A wall
jet would have the highest velocity at the bottom. Between Test 4 and Test 5, a lot of
modifications were made to the test rig to clean the flow and the make a wall jet.
After Test 4, the rig was taken apart to find the root cause of the “unclean” flow. Two
main issues arose, the pipe length and lack of pressure plate. The sharp 180 degree turn in the
pipe right before the inlet was causing a high velocity at top of the pipe and almost no flow at the
bottom. The flow needs space and time to develop into a more uniform profile in the pipe after
the turn. An addition of a longer pipe was added to correct for this (seen in Figure 3-6).
Additionally, after the pipe, the flow does not have space and time to spread from a 2” pipe to a
10”x11” box. This caused low flow on the outer regions of the box. Adding the pressure plate,
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introduced in Chapter 2.1, forces the flow to evenly spread to the box. These modifications led to
a cleaner flow that requires less data to have resolved flow.

Figure 3-13. Contour plot of the mean velocity in the x direction for the fifth test. Blue displays
high velocity in the stream wise direction and red displays zero velocity. Velocity profile converged
and a wall jet.
Test 5 still has a baffle orientation low and middle lighting, but the pressure plate was
added, the pipe was lengthened, and the number of frames analyzed was decreased. Test 5, Figure
3-13, is resolved and exhibits a wall jet. All parameters have been optimized. This experimental
test rig was designed such that the velocity of the wall jet can be changed. The maximum velocity
for baffle low is 3.519 m/s, which is below the design specification set by General Electric. By
increasing the baffle orientation, now that there is clean flow coming into the converging inlet
nozzle, the jet velocity will increase with minimal recirculation.
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Chapter 4. Helium Bubble Testing Results
Characterizing the flow inside the test section is critical to understanding the saltation
process of metal powder for additive manufacturing. The test section was characterized using
baffle orientation high, with the pressure plate in place, the long inlet pipe, and center-sided
lighting. Additionally, a piece of Styrofoam was added to the bottom of the converging inlet
nozzle to make that a flat section. This was done to limit recirculation on the bottom wall. The
inlet flow rate was adjusted using a valve. This valve was opened 25%, 50%, 75%, and 100% to
study different inlet velocities. From this data, the 2D mean velocity profiles were created.
Additionally, the jet profiles are analyzed at the beginning, middle, and end of the test section. A
confidence interval was created for these cases.

4.1. Inlet Valve Orientation
The inlet valve orientations that were studied in this Thesis were 25%, 50%, 75%, and
fully open, or 100%. 25% corresponds to the lowest velocity wall jet, and fully open corresponds
to the fastest velocity wall jet. The table below outlines the tests that were run. The maximum
velocities were 3.8705, 5.3928, 5.9854, and 6.6503 for 25%, 50%, 75%, and 100%, respectively.
25%’s maximum velocity is below the design specification set by General Electric. The velocity
increased with increasing opening percentages, as expected.
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Table 4-1: Experiments for Baffle Orientation.

25%
50%
75%
100%

Number of
Frames Analyzed
21841
21841
21841
21841

Max Velocity
(m/s)
3.8705
5.3928
5.9854
6.6503

Figures 4-1 the mean x velocities for the valve percentages 25, 50, 75, and 100%. Each
data set has visually resolved flow and exhibits a wall jet velocity profile. The data sets have
minimal reverse flow. The co-flow decreases with increasing baffle orientation. This happened
for the same reason that the velocity increased near the wall.

Figure 4-1. The mean velocity profiles in the x direction for 25 (top left), 50 (top right), 75 (bottom
left), and 100% (bottom right) open valve setting. Units are meters per second.
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The mean velocity profiles seem to display a wall jet profile. The velocity goes to zero at
the wall and there is a spike in velocity above the wall. Further analysis is required to determine if
this is in fact a wall jet. Three locations were chosen to study; upstream x, middle of the
observation plane, and downstream x. All three locations can be seen in Figure 4-2, inside the
orange box. The black line is upstream x, red is middle of the observation plane, and blue is
downstream x. These colors are consistent for the rest of the analysis.

Figure 4-2. Schematic of the locations considered for the U velocity profiles. Identified by black,
red, and blue vertical lines that represent the upstream x, middle of the observation plane, and
downstream x locations.
Figure 4-3 is the U velocity profiles for the four valve settings. In Chapter 1.1, the wall
jet was introduced. The key features in a typical wall jet can be seen in all of the profiles in
Figure 4-3. The velocity goes to zero at the wall, there is a spike in velocity right above the wall,
and the velocity goes back towards zero away from the wall. These profiles exhibit some
recirculation at the top of the test section. This signifies that the baffle orientation may be set a bit
too high. This should be adjusted to obtain “clean” flow in future work. However, it is still
important to increase above baffle orientation low in order to reach the velocity design
specification set by General Electric.
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Figure 4-3. Plots of the U velocity profiles versus the y location at the upstream, middle, and
downstream locations for baffle orientation high. 25 (top left), 50 (top right), 75 (bottom left), 100%
(bottom right).
The maximum upstream velocity is the highest for all baffle cases, and the maximum
downstream velocity is the lowest for all cases. Upstream is directly after the converging inlet
nozzle, so the velocity should be a maximum. Once there is mixing from the lower velocity coflow, the velocity decreases, as seen in the low velocity for the downstream cases. The middle of
the observation plane still has a relatively high velocity, compared to downstream. The velocity
profiles have an uncertainty associated with them. This will be studied in the following section.
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4.2. Uncertainty Analysis
Uncertainty is inevitable in experiments. A confidence interval will identify an
uncertainty level in the velocity measurements. Confidence intervals for 25, 50, 75, and 100%
valve opening for baffle orientation high at the upstream, middle, and downstream locations were
produced. Equation 1.9 was used for the confidence intervals. The parameters used to construct
the confidence intervals were the mean velocities, the number of data points used to calculate
each mean velocity, and the standard deviation of each mean velocity. The mean velocities were
identified in the previous section. The number of data points and the standard deviation are
discussed below before the confidence intervals.
These data sets have a resolution of 1024x1024 pixels. When analyzing the velocity in
the test section, the 1024x1024 pixels were grouped into either 10x10 pixel or in smaller 3x10
pixel bins. When analyzing the data with 10x10 pixel bins, there were more tracks per bin. More
tracks means more data or closer to converged data. However, the wall is zero velocity. If a bin
includes high velocity and zero velocity, the high velocity will be averaged to a medium velocity,
which is inaccurate. Therefore, near the wall, the bin size was decreased to 3x10 pixel, between
approximately 8-9 cm. Figure 4-4 is four 2D contour plots of the number of tracks per bin. Note
that the color bar is different for each data set.
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Figure 4-4. 2D Contour plot of the number of tracks in each bin for baffle orientation high: 25 (top),
50 (second from top), 75 (third from top), 100% (bottom).
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The number of tracks per bin decreased as the valve opened more. Additionally, the
number of tracks is a maximum in the center of the test section, and it decreases near the sides.
This can be a result of the bubbles entering and exiting the view area and losing the track. The
number of tracks in each bin is very low between 8-9 cm. This is where each bin is only 3x10
pixel. Decreasing the bin size decreases the number of tracks. If the bin size were larger near the
bottom wall, the number of tracks would increase, but the velocity would be averaged with the
zero at the wall. Now the mean velocity and the number of data points used to construct the mean
velocity is known.
The standard deviation for the velocity is the third and final component for confidence
intervals. Standard deviation was calculated using Equation 1.10 by taking the square of the sum
of the square of the velocity at each location minus the mean velocity in each bin over the number
of bins minus one. The standard deviation shows the extent of deviation for each bin as a whole.
Figure 4-5 is contour plots of the standard deviation for 25, 50, 75, and 100% valve openings for
baffle orientation high.
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Figure 4-5. 2D Contour plot of the standard deviation for baffle orientation high: 25 (top), 50
(second from top), 75 (third from top), 100% (bottom). Units are meters per second.
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The standard deviation goes up when increasing the valve opening. There is not a high
correlation between the standard deviation near the wall and the number of tracks near the wall.
The standard deviation is more evenly distributed across the test section than the number of tracks
in each bin. All three components for the confidence interval have been identified.
95% confidence intervals for 25, 50, 75, and 100% valve opening were constructed at the
upstream, middle of observation plane, and downstream locations. Figures 4-6 through 4-9 are
those confidence intervals. Location y = 0 cm is the top of the bottom wall.

95% Confidence Interval: 25% Open
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Figure 4-6. 95% confidence interval of mean U velocity for baffle orientation high with the valve
open 25%. Upstream, middle of observation plane, and downstream.

Figure 4-6 is the 95% confidence interval for the 25% valve opening baffle high
orientation. The larger confidence interval bars suggests higher uncertainty in the mean velocity.
The bars are larger for near the bottom wall, at the top of the test section, and for the downstream
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location. It seems like the upstream has the smallest uncertainty bars. Increasing to valve opening
50%, Figure 4-7, the uncertainty bars get larger.

95% Confidence Interval: 50% Open
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Figure 4-7. 95% confidence interval of mean U velocity for baffle orientation high with the valve
open 50%. Upstream, middle of observation plane, and downstream.
The confidence interval bars seem to increase from upstream to middle to downstream.
This suggests that the data has a higher uncertainty moving downstream. The same pattern of
high uncertainty at the bottom and top of the test section can be seen here. Again, increasing the
valve opening more to 75%, Figure 4-8, increases the uncertainty bars. This trend continues to
valve opening 100%, Figure 4-9.
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95% Confidence Interval: 75% Open
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Figure 4-8. 95% confidence interval of mean U velocity for baffle orientation high with the valve
open 75%. Upstream, middle of observation plane, and downstream.

95% Confidence Interval: 100% Open
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Figure 4-9. 95% confidence interval of mean U velocity for baffle orientation high with the valve
open 100%. Upstream, middle of observation plane, and downstream.

The largest confidence interval bars can be seen in Figure 4-9 at the top of the test section
for the downstream location. The upstream location seems to have the smallest bars for all four
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cases. What is of the greatest interest in this research is the near wall confidence intervals. The
critical Shields number will be calculated near the wall in the middle of the observation plane in
future work, beyond this Thesis. Therefore, the 95% confidence interval is shown for all four
valve openings only in the middle of the observation plane so the near wall confidence intervals
are visible, see Figures 4-10-4-13.

95% Confidence Interval: 25% Open
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Figure 4-10. 95% confidence interval of mean U velocity for baffle orientation high with the valve
open 25%. Only showing the middle of the observation plane so the confidence interval is visible.

95% Confidence Interval: 50% Open
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Figure 4-11. 95% confidence interval of mean U velocity for baffle orientation high with the valve
open 50%. Only showing the middle of the observation plane so the confidence interval is visible.
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95% Confidence Interval: 75% Open
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Figure 4-12. 95% confidence interval of mean U velocity for baffle orientation high with the valve
open 75%. Only showing the middle of the observation plane so the confidence interval is visible.

95% Confidence Interval: 100% Open
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Figure 4-13. 95% confidence interval of mean U velocity for baffle orientation high with the valve
open 100%. Only showing the middle of the observation plane so the confidence interval is visible.

The confidence interval bars for the middle of the observation plane highlights the high
uncertainty near the wall. This suggests that in future work, beyond this Thesis, the data should
be fit to a wall jet profile to extract the mean velocity near the wall. Additionally, the confidence
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interval bars are relatively low everywhere else except for far away from the wall. This suggests
that the profile is near convergence.
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Chapter 5. Conclusions and Future Work
Additive manufacturing, a layer-by-layer rapid manufacturing process, has the advantage
of quick lead times and ability to create complex geometries [5] [1]. Metal additive
manufacturing, a subsector of additive manufacturing, has the same advantages with the addition
of strong, lightweight capabilities, useful in biomedical and aerospace applications [11] [12]. A
key drawback to metal additive manufacturing is rough surface finishes [12]. The rough surface
finish is attributed to an inert gas blown over the part to remove spatter, which also blows fresh
powder onto the part [16]. The onset of particle motion can be characterized by a critical Shields
number [4]. This work was a precursor to calculating the critical Shields number for a variety of
metal powders.
The first objective of this work was to design and build a facility capable of gathering
data to eventually calculate the critical Shields number for metal powders. There were four key
components to the test facility, the test rig, helium bubble generator, powder spreading system,
and camera and calibration. The test rig, Figure 2-9, is comprised of a pump, pipes, a diverging
inlet nozzle, pressure plate, honeycomb, converging inlet nozzle, walls and test section, and a
converging inlet nozzle. This closed-loop system was created to allow for helium bubble testing
and metal powder testing. The helium bubble generator output neutrally buoyant soap bubbles
that were used as seeding particles for PIV, and the spreading system spread metal powder in
even layers for powder testing. The camera was used for PIV and will eventually be used during
metal powder testing.
Next, the helium bubble testing was optimized by modifying the baffle orientation,
pressure plate, inlet pipe length, lighting, and number of frames analyzed in a series of iterative
tests. The first test had recirculation, and each consecutive test, until Test 5 had their own
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problems. Between each test, modifications to the parameters mentioned above were made until
the parameters were optimized in Test 5.
Test 5 displayed a wall jet profile, which is the flow distribution that is characteristic
from inert gas in SLS/SLM machines. However, the maximum velocity, 3.519 m/s, was below
the design specification of 4 m/s set by General Electric. Therefore, the baffle orientation was
increased from low to high in order to increase the maximum velocity. With the high baffle
orientation, the flow rate was adjusted by an inlet valve that was opened 25, 50, 75, and 100%,
over a series of four tests. These profiles demonstrated a wall jet profile with minimal
recirculation. The maximum velocities were 3.8705, 5.3928, 5.9854, and 6.6503 m/s for the valve
openings of 25, 50, 75, and 100%, respectively. The 25% valve opening was still below the
design specification, but the rest of the maximum velocities met this specification.
An uncertainty analysis was run on the profiles in the upstream, middle of observation
plane, and downstream locations for the four tests. A 95% confidence interval stated that there
was a 95% chance that the confidence interval contained the true mean. The confidence interval
bars increased close to the wall, at the top of the test section, and downstream, which suggests
that there is a high uncertainty in these regions. Since critical Shields number will be calculated
near the wall, the experimental data will need to be fit to a wall jet profile near the wall to reduce
the uncertainty in future work, beyond this Thesis.
Future work is required to calculate the critical Shields numbers for various metal
powders and operating conditions. The flexibility of this facility allow for modifications in
testing. Future tests should include changing the inlet flow rate and changing the vertical offset
distance. The metal powder spreading system will allow for the testing of different metal
powders. Future work should also include 3D measurements of the velocity in the test section.
This will allow for a more defined characterization of the test section. It could identify sources of
high standard deviation in the velocity profiles. Once the critical Shields number is known, the
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inert gas flow can be optimized to improve the surface finish of metal additive manufactured
parts.
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Appendix A.
Facility Operating Instructions

GE Helium Bubble Testing: Facility Instructions
Camera:
1. Carefully set up the camera and tripod
2. Connect Camera to power and computer
3. Turn Camera on
4. Turn on PFV Software- make sure that the camera is detected. If no camera is detected,
close software, check all connections, and try again
Camera Calibration:
1. Align camera to the center of the test section (stream wise), far away (2-3 ft)
2. Plug in brown wire that turns the fan on for the light source
3. Turn light source on (may need to dim a little for calibration images)
4. With the aperture open all the way (the image should be brightest), focus on the center of
the test section (span wise)
5. Take a calibration image
a. Put the calibration target in the center of the test section
b. Align so you can see the three largest dots
c. Take a snapshot – save it in a folder with your other data
d. Count the amount of dots (the center to center distance between dots is .625
inches)
e. Amount of dots in one row*.625” = Area in inches
6. Remove calibration target
7. Close aperture a bit to allow the optimum light in
Helium Bubbles: read manual for calibration of machine if bubbles are not coming out—also for
refilling the bubble film solution
1. Connect the clear tubes to the rig and the helium bubble generator
2. Connect the Helium and Air supply lines to the helium bubble generator (green and black
tubes)
3. Open the Helium and Air tanks – air pressure is 40 psi and helium pressure is 20 psi –
adjust if needed
4. On the helium bubble generator, there are 3 tabs labeled helium, BFS, and air. Slowly lift
helium, then BFS, and finally air. Bubbles should start to appear – read manual if
problems occur
Pump:
1. Lift lever on left wall that turns the power on for the wind tunnel
2. The left most electrical box is for our pump. Pull the stop button out
3. Push the start button
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PFV Software:
1. Software should be set up prior to turning on the helium bubbles and pump
2. Set frame rate to 5000 fps
3. Click “shading” – if there are vertical lines that look weird in the image, shading will
remove them. I think it’s best to do this step no matter what
4. Click “record” *** SHOULD BE HERE before pump and bubbles are turned on
5. *** Click “trigger in” when the pump has been on for at least 3 seconds
6. The button will turn red until recording is finished
7. Once recording is finished – turn off bubble generator, light source, and pump.
8. Save recording – make sure to name the file correctly, in the right spot, and as a TIFF file
- SAVE AS 8-BIT image!
9. Important: do NOT disconnect the power to the camera during the save time
Turning off instructions:
1. Bubble generator: lower the tabs air, BFS, and helium in that order
2. Light source: flip power source to off
3. Pump: Push the red off button on the left most electrical box
Once you finish for the day:
1. Complete the above turning off instructions
2. Bubble generator:
a. disconnect the black and green tubes from the bubble generator
b. disconnect the clear tubes from the bubble generator and the rig
c. Clean the clear tubes with water
d. Close the helium and air supplies
3. Pump: lower the lever for the wind tunnel to turn off power
4. Light source: unplug the fan (brown wire)
5. Camera: wait until all data is saved to the computer
a. Close PFV software
b. Turn off camera
c. Disconnect wires from the camera
d. Put the lens cap on
e. Properly store the camera if you will not return for a few days
i. Disconnect camera from the tripod
ii. Disconnect the lens from the camera
1. QUICKLY put the cap on the camera, THEN the lens (if one
tiny dust gets on the camera, it can ruin it—lens is not as
important or expensive)
2. Store the lens in the case
3. Store the camera in the protective box
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Particle Testing The difference for the particles is we want to view them much closer.
1. Set up the camera the same way as helium bubbles
2. Put the camera as close to the rig as possible
3. Calibrate with the small calibration target (calibration instructions are similar to helium
bubbles)
4. Remove calibration target
Powder Spreading:
1. Put a small pile of powder in the center of the test section
2. Using feeler gauges, calibrate the spreading system to the correct height
3. Spread powder using software
4. Clean excess powder carefully
5. Raise the bottom plate to the correct location
Pump: Same instructions as bubbles
PFV software: Same instructions as bubbles
Clean up instructions: Same instructions as bubbles
Safety:
1. Wear a mask when dealing with particles
2. Refer to Dr. Simpson on proper storage of particles
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Appendix B.
MATLAB Codes
Please see the comments at the beginning of each code for credit.
% Morgan Austin
% last edit: 10/25/2018
% Analyzing Helium Bubble Data
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

Other codes needed: (Should not have to change anything in them)
1. background_all.m
---identifies the background
2. processImage_all.m
---removes the background
3. stack_tif_images_all.m
---overlaps all the images
4. tracking_all.m
---tracks the particles
5. saveplotandvariable_all.m ---plots the overlapping images
6. plot_2Dcont.m
---plots the mean velocity
7. combinetracks.m
---combines all the frames and data sets
8. bindata2.m
---used to get the means
9. standard_dev.m
---calculates the standard deviation
10. plot_2Dcontst.m
---plots the standard deviation
11. restructure_2Dtracks.m
---gets the tracks
12. PredictiveTracker.m
---predicts where the tracks are
13. ParticleFinder.m
---finds individual particles

%%% NOTE: THIS CODE WILL NOT RUN IF YOU HAVE THE FILE FOLDER OPEN!!
%% Change these depending on what images you are analyzing
Directory = 'E:\GE Helium Bubbles\10.4\';
fps = '5000'; % frames per second
VO = '0'; % vertical offset distance
baffle = '2'; % baffle orientation
bitshift = '1'; % what bitshift setting you use
Area_inches = 9.375; % view area in inches
% these two are for processImages --- this will cut out the bottom section
% of the image and needs to be adjusted depending on how bright the light
% is (adjust top number)
top = 800;
bottom = 1024;
% Round is how many data sets you are analyzing
Round = 1:1:2;
Loops = length(Round);
% These are for the frames-- only change if you change the frame rate
Start = [1 3995 7995 11995 15995 19995];
End = [4005 8005 12005 16005 20005 21841];
framenum = length(Start);
%%%% Should not have to change anything below here %%%%
%% Analysis
% initializing the loops
k = 1;
for j = 1:Loops
% The title of the image changes every outer loop
Imagetitle = [fps 'fps_VO_' VO '_baffle_' baffle '_' bitshift 'bitshift_'
num2str(Round(j)) '_C001H001S0001'];
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dirr = [Directory Imagetitle '\'];
% Background
[bak] = background_all(dirr,Directory,Imagetitle);
for i = 1:framenum
% Makes the folders for the processed images
mkdir([Directory 'Round' num2str(j) '_' num2str(Start(i)) '_' num2str(End(i))])
% set tracks to 0 before each round
tracks(:,:) = 0;
% process images
Images = ['_' num2str(Start(i)) '_' num2str(End(i))];
save_dir = [Directory 'Round' num2str(Round(j)) Images '\'];
[threshold] = processImage_all(dirr,save_dir, Imagetitle, Start(i),
End(i),bak,top,bottom);
% stack images
[cam] = stack_tif_images_all(Start(i),End(i),save_dir);
% tracking
[tracks] = tracking_all(End(i),save_dir);
% save and plot variables
[tr_images] = saveplotandvariable_all(save_dir,Start(i),End(i),tracks,k);
% 2D contour
[ym_U, ym_V] = plot_2Dcont(fps,Area_inches,tracks,k);
% Save all variables
rows(k) = length(tracks(:,5));
row_ym_U(k) = length(ym_U);
row_ym_V(k) = length(ym_V);
Ym_Save_U(1:row_ym_U(k),1:row_ym_U(k),k) = ym_U(1:row_ym_U(k),1:row_ym_U(k));
Ym_Save_V(1:row_ym_V(k),1:row_ym_V(k),k) = ym_V(1:row_ym_V(k),1:row_ym_V(k));
Tracks_Save(1:rows(k),1:6,k) = tracks(1:rows(k),1:6);
% next loop
k = k + 1;
end
end
% combining all runs together
k = k-1;
[trackstotal_u, trackstotal_v, trackstotal_2, trackstotal_3] = combinetracks(rows,k,
Tracks_Save);
Tracks_Total = [trackstotal_v', trackstotal_2',
trackstotal_3',trackstotal_v',trackstotal_u', trackstotal_v'];
% Plot of the total runs
z = 0;
[ymtotal_U, ymtotal_V] = plot_2Dcont(fps,Area_inches,Tracks_Total,z);
% Standard Deviation
[stdevtracks_U, stdevtracks_V] = standard_dev(Ym_Save_U,Ym_Save_V,ymtotal_U,ymtotal_V,
k);
[stdevtracks_U, stdevtracks_V] = plot_2Dcontst(fps,Area_inches,stdevtracks_U,
stdevtracks_V);

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------% Rui Ni's Lab
% Edit: Morgan Austin 10/26/2018
% Identifying the background
function [bak] = background_all(dirr,Directory,Imagetitle)
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Npixh = 1024;
Npixw = 1024;
bak = zeros(Npixh,Npixw);
%% Background images (using normal images)
num = 0;
for I = 1:2000
if (mod(I,10) == 0)
imgdir = [dirr Imagetitle num2str(I,'%06.0f') '.tif'];
img = imread(imgdir);
bak(:,:) = bak(:,:) + double(img);
num = num + 1;
end
end
bak(:,:) = bak(:,:)/num;
bak1 = uint8(bak(:,:));
bak(:,:) = bak1;
bak = uint8(bak);
save([Directory 'background.mat'],'bak')
end
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------% Rui Ni's Lab
% Edit: Morgan Austin 10/26/2018
% Processing the images
function [threshold] = processImage_all(dirr,save_dir, Imagetitle, Start,
End,bak,top,bottom)
% This function will remove the background from all of the images
%% Background images: MAKE SURE TO RUN background_ before running code
% ADJUST to allow for more or less 'noise'
threshold = 0.4;
%% processing
camdir = [dirr];
for I = Start:1:End
imgdir = [camdir Imagetitle num2str(I,'%06.0f') '.tif'];
img = imread(imgdir);
img1 = img -bak;
% Remove noise from the plate NEEDS ADJUSTING
for h = top:bottom
img1(h,:) = 0;
end
img1 = imadjust(img1,[0;.9],[0;1]);
imwrite(img1,[save_dir 'cam1' 'frame' num2str(I,'%04.0f') '.tif']);
end
end
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------% Rui Ni's Lab
% Edit: Morgan Austin 10/26/2018
% Overlaps the images
function [cam] = stack_tif_images_all(Start,End,save_dir)
for cam = 1
outputFileName = [save_dir 'cam' num2str(cam) '_' num2str(End) 'frames.tif'];
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for frame=Start:End
img = imread([save_dir 'cam' num2str(cam) 'frame' num2str(frame,'%04.0f')
'.tif']);
imwrite(img(:, :), outputFileName, 'WriteMode', 'append', 'Compression', 'none');
end
end
end
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------% Rui Ni's Lab
% Edit: Morgan Austin 10/26/2018
% Tracks the particles
function [tracks] = tracking_all(End,save_dir)
for i = 1
[vtracks,ntracks,meanlength,rmslength] = PredictiveTracker([save_dir 'cam' num2str(i)
'_' num2str(End) 'frames.tif'], 10, 15, [save_dir 'dummy_bak.tif'], 1, -1);
tracks = restructure_2Dtracks(vtracks);
save([save_dir 'tracks_cam' num2str(i)
'.mat'],'vtracks','ntracks','meanlength','rmslength','tracks');
end
end
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------% Rui Ni's Lab
% Edit: Morgan Austin 10/26/2018
% Plots the overlapped images
function [tr_images] = saveplotandvariable_all(save_dir,Start,End,tracks,k)
% Images with tracks
tr_images = zeros(1024,1024,6);
for i = 1
for frame = Start:End
img = imread([save_dir 'cam' num2str(i) 'frame' num2str(frame,'%04.0f') '.tif']);
tr_images(:,:,i) = max(tr_images(:,:,i),double(img));
end
end
% adding images together
figure(1*k)
imshow(uint8(tr_images(:,:,1)));
savefig(['white' num2str(k) '.fig']);
% Red tracks
figure(2*k)
imshow(uint8(tr_images(:,:,1)));
hold on; plot(tracks(:,2),tracks(:,3),'r.')
savefig(['red' num2str(k) '.fig']);
%Magnitude and direction of velocity
figure(3*k)
imshow(uint8(tr_images(:,:,1)));
hold on; quiver(tracks(:,2),tracks(:,3),tracks(:,5),tracks(:,6))
savefig(['blue' num2str(k) '.fig']);
% Just direction for velocity
temp = tracks(:,5:6)./sqrt(sum(tracks(:,5:6).^2,2));
figure(4*k)
imshow(uint8(tr_images(:,:,1)));
hold on; quiver(tracks(:,2),tracks(:,3),temp(:,1),temp(:,2))
savefig(['unitblue' num2str(k) '.fig']);
save('tracks.mat','tracks')
end
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-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------% Rui Ni's Lab
% Edit: Morgan Austin 10/26/2018
% Plots the mean velocities
function [ym_U, ym_V] = plot_2Dcont(fps,Area_inches,tracks,k)
fps = str2num(fps);
% makes the bins 3x10 pixel near the base
x1new = 1:10:1024;
p = 1;
for i = 1:64
x1new(i) = p;
p = p+10;
end
start = i+1;
for k = start:100
p = p+3;
x1new(k) = p;
end
x2new = 1:10:1024;
[xx,yy]=meshgrid(x1new,x2new);
%% mean x
[ym_U,yb] =
bindata2(tracks(:,5)/1024*Area_inches*0.0254*fps,tracks(:,2),tracks(:,3),1:10:1024,1:10:1
024);
h = fspecial('gaussian',10,3);
ym_U(isnan(ym_U))=0;
y_U = filter2(h, ym_U);
figure(k+100)
hh_U=pcolor(yy(2:end,2:end)./1024.*Area_inches*2.54,(1024xx(2:end,2:end))./1024.*Area_inches*2.54,y_U);
% plotting 2D contour
set(hh_U, 'EdgeColor', 'none');
%
caxis([-6,2])
shading interp
colormap jet
colorbar
xlabel('$X$ (cm)','fontsize',24,'fontname','Times New
Roman','fontangle','italic','interpreter','latex');
ylabel('$Y$ (cm)','fontsize',24,'fontname','Times New
Roman','fontangle','italic','interpreter','latex');
if k == 0
title('Mean Velocity (x)','fontsize',24,'fontname','Times New
Roman','fontangle','italic','interpreter','latex');
else
title(['Mean Velocity (x) Set ' num2str(k)],'fontsize',24,'fontname','Times New
Roman','fontangle','italic','interpreter','latex');
end
set(gca, 'LineWidth', 2.0 );
set(gca, 'fontsize', 24.0 );
set(gca, 'fontname', 'Times New Roman' );
set(gca, 'XMinorTick', 'off');
set(gca, 'Ticklength', [0.02;0.01] );
set(gca, 'YMinorTick', 'off');
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set(gca, 'Ticklength', [0.02;0.01] );
h = findobj(gca,'Type','line');
set(h, 'Markersize', 8);
set(h, 'Linewidth', 2);
h = findobj(gca,'Type','text');
set(h, 'fontsize', 24.0);
savefig(['Mean Velocity (x) Set' num2str(k) '.fig']);
%% mean y
[ym_V,yb] =
bindata2(tracks(:,6)/1024*Area_inches*0.0254*fps,tracks(:,2),tracks(:,3),1:10:1024,1:10:1
024);
h = fspecial('gaussian',10,3);
ym_V(isnan(ym_V))=0;

y_V = filter2(h, ym_V);
figure(k+200)
hh_V=pcolor(yy(2:end,2:end)./1024.*Area_inches*2.54,(1024xx(2:end,2:end))./1024.*Area_inches*2.54,y_V);
% plotting 2D contour
set(hh_V, 'EdgeColor', 'none');
%
caxis([-2,2])
shading interp
colormap jet
colorbar
xlabel('$X$ (cm)','fontsize',24,'fontname','Times New
Roman','fontangle','italic','interpreter','latex');
ylabel('$Y$ (cm)','fontsize',24,'fontname','Times New
Roman','fontangle','italic','interpreter','latex');
if k == 0
title('Mean Velocity (y)','fontsize',24,'fontname','Times New
Roman','fontangle','italic','interpreter','latex');
else
title(['Mean Velocity (y) Set ' num2str(k)],'fontsize',24,'fontname','Times New
Roman','fontangle','italic','interpreter','latex');
end
set(gca, 'LineWidth', 2.0 );
set(gca, 'fontsize', 24.0 );
set(gca, 'fontname', 'Times New Roman' );
set(gca, 'XMinorTick', 'off');
set(gca, 'Ticklength', [0.02;0.01] );
set(gca, 'YMinorTick', 'off');
set(gca, 'Ticklength', [0.02;0.01] );
h = findobj(gca,'Type','line');
set(h, 'Markersize', 8);
set(h, 'Linewidth', 2);
h = findobj(gca,'Type','text');
set(h, 'fontsize', 24.0);
savefig(['Mean Velocity (y) Set' num2str(k) '.fig']);
end
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------% Morgan Austin
% Edit: 10/26/2018
% Combine the tracks together
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function [trackstotal_u, trackstotal_v, trackstotal_2, trackstotal_3] =
combinetracks(rows,k, Tracks_Save)
m = k;
for k = 1:m
lengthtracks(k) = rows(k);
if k == 1
for i = 1:lengthtracks(k)
trackstotal_u(i) = Tracks_Save(i,5,k);
trackstotal_v(i) = Tracks_Save(i,6,k);
trackstotal_2(i) = Tracks_Save(i,2,k);
trackstotal_3(i) = Tracks_Save(i,3,k);
end
addme = lengthtracks(k)+1;
else
for i = addme:lengthtracks(k)+addme
j = lengthtracks(k);
trackstotal_u(i) = Tracks_Save(j,5,k);
trackstotal_v(i) = Tracks_Save(j,6,k);
trackstotal_2(i) = Tracks_Save(j,2,k);
trackstotal_3(i) = Tracks_Save(j,3,k);
end
addme = addme + lengthtracks(k)+1;
end
end
end
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------% By Patrick Mineault
% Edits made by: Rui Ni's Lab
% Edit: Morgan Austin 10/26/2018
% Puts the data into bins
function [ym,yb] = bindata2(y,x1,x2,x1rg,x2rg)
%function [ym,yb] = bindata2(y,x1,x2,x1rg,x2rg)
%Computes:
%ym(ii,jj) = mean(y(x1>=x1rg(ii) & x1 < x1rg(ii+1) & x2>=x2rg(jj) & x2 < x2rg(jj+1))
%for every ii, jj
%If a bin is empty it returns nan for that bin
%using a fast algorithm which uses no looping
%Also returns yb, the approximation of y using binning (useful for r^2
%calculations). Example:
%
%x = randn(500,2);
%y = sum(x.^2,2) + randn(500,1);
%xrg = linspace(-3,3,10)';
%[ym,yb] = bindata2(y,x(:,1),x(:,2),xrg,xrg);
%subplot(1,2,1);plot3(x(:,1),x(:,2),y,'.');
%subplot(1,2,2);h = imagesc(xrg,xrg,ym);
%set(h,'AlphaData',~isnan(ym)); box off;
%
%By Patrick Mineault
%Refs: https://xcorr.net/?p=3326
%
http://www-pord.ucsd.edu/~matlab/bin.htm
[~,whichedge1] = histc(x1,x1rg(:)');
[~,whichedge2] = histc(x2,x2rg(:)');
bins1 = min(max(whichedge1,1),length(x1rg)-1);
bins2 = min(max(whichedge2,1),length(x2rg)-1);
bins = (bins2-1)*(length(x1rg)-1)+bins1;
xpos = ones(size(bins,1),1);
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ns =
ysum
ym =
yb =
ym =

sparse(bins,xpos,1,(length(x1rg)-1)*(length(x2rg)-1),1);
= sparse(bins,xpos,y,(length(x1rg)-1)*(length(x2rg)-1),1);
full(ysum)./(full(ns));
ym(bins);
reshape(ym,length(x1rg)-1,length(x2rg)-1);

end
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------% Morgan Austin
% Edit: 10/26/2018
% Calculates the standard deviation
% Standard Deviation code
function [stdevtracks_U, stdevtracks_V] =
standard_dev(Ym_Save_U,Ym_Save_V,ymtotal_U,ymtotal_V, k)
%% x standard deviation
sumtracks_U(1:102,1:102) = 0;
for i = 1:k
sumtracks_U(1:102,1:102) = (Ym_Save_U(1:102,1:102,k)-ymtotal_U(1:102,1:102)).^2 +
sumtracks_U(1:102,1:102);
end
sumtracks_U = sumtracks_U./k;
stdevtracks_U = sqrt(sumtracks_U);
%% y standard deviation
sumtracks_V(1:102,1:102) = 0;
for i = 1:k
sumtracks_V(1:102,1:102) = (Ym_Save_V(1:102,1:102,k)-ymtotal_V(1:102,1:102)).^2 +
sumtracks_V(1:102,1:102);
end
sumtracks_V = sumtracks_V./k;
stdevtracks_V = sqrt(sumtracks_V);
end
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------% Rui Ni's Lab
% Edit: Morgan Austin 10/26/2018
% Plot the standard deviation
function [stdevtracks_U, stdevtracks_V] = plot_2Dcontst(fps,Area_inches,stdevtracks_U,
stdevtracks_V)
fps = str2num(fps);
[xx,yy]=meshgrid(1:10:1024,1:10:1024);
%% standard deviation x
h = fspecial('gaussian',10,3);
y_U = filter2(h, stdevtracks_U);
figure(1001)
hh_U=pcolor(yy(2:end,2:end)./1024.*Area_inches*2.54,(1024xx(2:end,2:end))./1024.*Area_inches*2.54,y_U);
% plotting 2D contour
set(hh_U, 'EdgeColor', 'none');
%
caxis([-2,2])
shading interp
colormap jet
colorbar
xlabel('$X$ (cm)','fontsize',24,'fontname','Times New
Roman','fontangle','italic','interpreter','latex');
ylabel('$Y$ (cm)','fontsize',24,'fontname','Times New
Roman','fontangle','italic','interpreter','latex');
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title(['Standard Deviation (x)'],'fontsize',24,'fontname','Times New
Roman','fontangle','italic','interpreter','latex');
set(gca, 'LineWidth', 2.0 );
set(gca, 'fontsize', 24.0 );
set(gca, 'fontname', 'Times New Roman' );
set(gca, 'XMinorTick', 'off');
set(gca, 'Ticklength', [0.02;0.01] );
set(gca, 'YMinorTick', 'off');
set(gca, 'Ticklength', [0.02;0.01] );
h = findobj(gca,'Type','line');
set(h, 'Markersize', 8);
set(h, 'Linewidth', 2);
h = findobj(gca,'Type','text');
set(h, 'fontsize', 24.0);
savefig(['Standard Deviation (x).fig']);
%% standard deviation x
h = fspecial('gaussian',10,3);
y_V = filter2(h, stdevtracks_V);
figure(1002)
hh_V=pcolor(yy(2:end,2:end)./1024.*Area_inches*2.54,(1024xx(2:end,2:end))./1024.*Area_inches*2.54,y_V);
% plotting 2D contour
set(hh_V, 'EdgeColor', 'none');
%
caxis([-2,2])
shading interp
colormap jet
colorbar
xlabel('$X$ (cm)','fontsize',24,'fontname','Times New
Roman','fontangle','italic','interpreter','latex');
ylabel('$Y$ (cm)','fontsize',24,'fontname','Times New
Roman','fontangle','italic','interpreter','latex');
title(['Standard Deviation (y)'],'fontsize',24,'fontname','Times New
Roman','fontangle','italic','interpreter','latex');
set(gca, 'LineWidth', 2.0 );
set(gca, 'fontsize', 24.0 );
set(gca, 'fontname', 'Times New Roman' );
set(gca, 'XMinorTick', 'off');
set(gca, 'Ticklength', [0.02;0.01] );
set(gca, 'YMinorTick', 'off');
set(gca, 'Ticklength', [0.02;0.01] );
h = findobj(gca,'Type','line');
set(h, 'Markersize', 8);
set(h, 'Linewidth', 2);
h = findobj(gca,'Type','text');
set(h, 'fontsize', 24.0);
savefig(['Standard Deviation (y).fig']);
end
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------% Rui Ni's Lab
% Used by: Morgan Austin
% Reconstruct the 2D tracks
function tracks = restructure_2Dtracks(vtracks)
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% Input: Vtracks: It is a structure with X,Y,U,V,T,Theta for each track
% OutputL tracks: trkID, X, Y, frameID, U, V
tracks = zeros(1,6);
for i = 1:size(vtracks,1)
nrows = vtracks(i).len;
if nrows < 5
continue;
end
dummy = repmat(i,[nrows,1]);
dummy(:,2) = vtracks(i).X;
dummy(:,3) = vtracks(i).Y;
dummy(:,4) = vtracks(i).T;
dummy(:,5) = vtracks(i).U;
dummy(:,6) = vtracks(i).V;
tracks = [tracks;dummy];
end
tracks(1,:) = [];
end
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------% Written by Nicholas T. Ouellette September 2010
% Edit: Rui Ni's Lab
% Used by: Morgan Austin
% Predicts the tracks
function [vtracks,ntracks,meanlength,rmslength] =
PredictiveTracker(inputnames,threshold,max_disp,bground_name,minarea,invert,noisy)
% Usage: [vtracks,ntracks,meanlength,rmslength] =
PredictiveTracker(inputnames,threshold,max_disp,[bground_name],[minarea],[invert],[noisy]
)
% Given a movie of particle motions, PredictiveTracker produces Lagrangian
% particle tracks using a predictive three-frame best-estimate algorithm.
% The movie must be saved as a series of image files, an image stack in
% .tif or .gif format, or an uncompressed .avi file; specify the movie in
% "inputnames" (e.g., '0*.png' or 'stack.tif', or 'movie.avi'). To be
% identified as a particle, a part of the image must have brightness that
% differs from the background by at least "threshold". If invert==0,
% PredictiveTracker seeks particles brighter than the background; if
% invert==1, PredictiveTracker seeks particles darker than the background;
% and if invert==-1, PredictiveTracker seeks any sort of contrast. The
% background is read from the file "bground_name"; see BackgroundImage. If
% minarea==1, PredictiveTracker seeks single-pixel particles by comparing
% brightness to adjacent pixels (fast and good for small particles);
% otherwise PredictiveTracker seeks particles having areas larger than
% "minarea" (in square pixels; this method is better for tracking large
% particles). Once identified, each particle is tracked using a kinematic
% prediction, and a track is broken when no particle lies within "max_disp"
% pixels of the predicted location. The results are returned in the
% structure "vtracks", whose fields "len", "X", "Y", "T", "U", and "V"
% contain the length, horizontal coordinates, vertical coordinates, times,
% horizontal velocities, and vertical velocities of each track,
% respectively. If minarea~=1, "vtracks" is returned with an additonal
% field, "Theta", giving the orientation of the major axis of the particle
% with respect to the x-axis, in radians. The total number of tracks is
% returned as "ntracks"; the mean and root-mean-square track lengths are
% returned in "meanlength" and "rmslength", respectively. If noisy~=0, the
% movie is repeated with overlaid velocity quivers and the tracks are
% plotted. If noisy==2, each movie frame is also saved to disk as an image.
% Requires ParticleFinder.m; also requires read_uncompressed_avi.m for use
% with .avi movies. This file can be downloaded from
% http://leviathan.eng.yale.edu/software.
% Written by Nicholas T. Ouellette September 2010.
% Updated by Douglas H. Kelley 13 April 2011 to plot tracks.
% Fixed bug in accounting active tracks 14 April 2011.
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%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

Allowed for inputnames and/or bground_name in other directory, 4 May
2011.
Fixed minor bug providing default input parameters 27 May 2011.
Added movie with overlaid velocity quivers 17 August 2011.
Added "finder" option 18 August 2011.
Changed "finder" to "minarea", added "invert" option, and combined two
plots into one 1 September 2011.
Enabled noisy>1 for saving a movie 2 September 2011.
Added "Theta" field (if minarea~=1) 7 September 2011.
Made compatible with uncompressed avi movies (using
read_uncompressed_avi.m) 19 October 2011.
Changed plotting method to use color and show only active tracks, 9
January 2012.
Improved compatibility with images having more than 255 grays, 10
January 2012.
Made compatible with tiff and gif stacks 13 February 2012.
Fixed bugs associated with frames in which no particles are found,
6 March 2012.
Offloaded particle finding to ParticleFinder.m, 7 March 2012.

% -=- Set defaults -=----------------------------------------------------bground_name_default = 'background.tif';
noisy_default=0; % don't plot unless requested
minarea_default=1; % by default seek small particles quickly
invert_default=-1; % by default, use absolute contrast
pausetime=1/33; % seconds to pause between frames when plotting
savedirname='tracksmovie';
figsize=[101 101]; % figure width and height, in pixels
framerange=[1 inf]; % Could allow framerange as an input...
filterwidth = 1; fitwidth = 3; % parameters for the differentiation kernel
% -=- Parse inputs -=----------------------------------------------------if nargin<1
error(['Usage: [vtracks,ntracks,meanlength,rmslength] = ' mfilename ...
'(inputnames,threshold,max_disp,[bground_name],[minarea],[invert],[noisy])'])
end
if ~exist('bground_name','var') || isempty(bground_name)
bground_name=bground_name_default;
end
if ~exist('minarea','var') || isempty(minarea)
minarea=minarea_default;
end
if ~exist('invert','var') || isempty(invert)
invert=invert_default;
end
if ~exist('noisy','var') || isempty(noisy)
noisy=noisy_default;
end
% -=- Find particles in all frames -=------------------------------------[x,y,t,ang]=ParticleFinder(inputnames,threshold,framerange,[], ...
bground_name,minarea,invert,0);
[tt,ends]=unique(t);
begins=circshift(ends,[1 0])+1;
begins(1)=1;
Nf=numel(tt);
if Nf < (2*fitwidth+1)
error(['Sorry, found too few files named ' inputnames '.'])
end
% -=- Set up struct array for tracks -=----------------------------------ind=begins(1):ends(1);
nparticles = numel(ind);
if minarea==1
tracks = repmat(struct('len',[],'X',[],'Y',[],'T',[]),nparticles,1);
for ii = 1:nparticles
tracks(ii) = struct('len',1,'X',x(ind(ii)),'Y',y(ind(ii)),'T',1);
end
else
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tracks = repmat(struct('len',[],'X',[],'Y',[],'T',[],'Theta',[]), ...
nparticles,1);
for ii = 1:nparticles
tracks(ii) = struct('len',1,'X',x(ind(ii)),'Y',y(ind(ii)),'T',1, ...
'Theta',ang(ind(ii)));
end
end
% -=- Keep track of which tracks are active -=---------------------------active = 1:nparticles;
n_active = numel(active);
% disp(['Processed frame 1 of ' num2str(Nf) '.'])
% disp(['
Number of particles found: ' num2str(nparticles,'%.0f')])
% disp(['
Number of active tracks: ' num2str(n_active,'%.0f')])
% disp(['
Total number of tracks: ' num2str(numel(tracks),'%.0f')])
% -=- Loop over frames -=------------------------------------------------for t = 2:Nf
ind=begins(t):ends(t);
nfr1 = numel(ind);
if nfr1==0
warning('MATLAB:PredictiveTracker:noParticles', ...
['Found no particles in frame ' num2str(t) '.']);
end % if nfr1==0
fr1=[x(ind) y(ind)];
if minarea~=1
ang1=ang(ind);
end
% -=- Match the tracks with kinematic predictions -=---------------------% for convenience, we'll grab the relevant positions from the tracks
now = zeros(n_active,2);
prior = zeros(n_active,2);
for ii = 1:n_active
tr = tracks(active(ii));
now(ii,1) = tr.X(end);
now(ii,2) = tr.Y(end);
if tr.len > 1
prior(ii,1) = tr.X(end-1);
prior(ii,2) = tr.Y(end-1);
else
prior(ii,:) = now(ii,:);
end
end
% estimate a velocity for each particle in fr0
velocity = now - prior;
% and use kinematics to estimate a future position
estimate = now + velocity;
% define cost and link arrays
costs = zeros(n_active,1);
links = zeros(n_active,1);
if nfr1>0
% loop over active tracks
for ii = 1:n_active
% now, compare this estimated positions with particles in fr1
dist_fr1 = (estimate(ii,1)-fr1(:,1)).^2 + (estimate(ii,2)-fr1(:,2)).^2;
% save its cost and best match
costs(ii) = min(dist_fr1);
if costs(ii) > max_disp^2
continue;
end
bestmatch = find(dist_fr1 == costs(ii));
% if there is more than one best match, we are confused; stop
if numel(bestmatch) ~= 1
continue;
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end
% has another track already matched to this particle?
ind = links == bestmatch;
if sum(ind) ~= 0
if costs(ind) > costs(ii)
% this match is better
links(ind) = 0;
else
continue;
end
end
links(ii) = bestmatch;
end
% now attach the matched particles to their tracks
matched = zeros(nfr1,1);
for ii = 1:n_active
if links(ii) ~= 0
% this track found a match
tracks(active(ii)).X(end+1) = fr1(links(ii),1);
tracks(active(ii)).Y(end+1) = fr1(links(ii),2);
tracks(active(ii)).len = tracks(active(ii)).len + 1;
tracks(active(ii)).T(end+1) = t;
if minarea~=1
tracks(active(ii)).Theta(end+1) = ang1(links(ii));
end
matched(links(ii)) = 1;
end
end
active = active(links~=0);
% and start new tracks with the particles in fr1 that found no match
unmatched = find(matched == 0);
if minarea==1
newtracks = repmat(struct('len',[],'X',[],'Y',[],'T',[]), ...
numel(unmatched),1);
for ii = 1:numel(unmatched)
newtracks(ii) = struct('len',1,'X',fr1(unmatched(ii),1),...
'Y',fr1(unmatched(ii),2),'T',t);
end
else
newtracks = repmat(struct('len',[],'X',[],'Y',[],'T',[], ...
'Theta',[]),numel(unmatched),1);
for ii = 1:numel(unmatched)
newtracks(ii) = struct('len',1,'X',fr1(unmatched(ii),1),...
'Y',fr1(unmatched(ii),2),'T',t,'Theta',ang1(unmatched(ii)));
end
end
else % if nfr1>0
active=[];
newtracks=[];
unmatched=[];
end
active = [active (numel(tracks)+1):(numel(tracks)+numel(newtracks))];
tracks = [tracks ; newtracks];
n_active = numel(active);
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

disp(['Processed frame ' num2str(t) ' of ' num2str(Nf) '.'])
disp(['
Number of particles found: ' num2str(nfr1,'%.0f')])
disp(['
Number of active tracks: ' num2str(n_active,'%.0f')])
disp(['
Number of new tracks started here: ' ...
num2str(numel(unmatched),'%.0f')])
disp(['
Number of tracks that found no match: ' ...
num2str(sum(links==0),'%.0f')])
disp(['
Total number of tracks: ' num2str(numel(tracks),'%.0f')])

end
% -=- Prune tracks that are too short -=----------------------------------
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%disp('Pruning...');
tracks = tracks([tracks.len] >= (2*fitwidth+1));
ntracks = numel(tracks);
meanlength = mean([tracks.len]);
rmslength = sqrt(mean([tracks.len].^2));
% -=- Compute velocities -=----------------------------------------------%disp('Differentiating...');
% define the convolution kernel
Av = 1.0/(0.5*filterwidth^2 * ...
(sqrt(pi)*filterwidth*erf(fitwidth/filterwidth) - ...
2*fitwidth*exp(-fitwidth^2/filterwidth^2)));
vkernel = -fitwidth:fitwidth;
vkernel = Av.*vkernel.*exp(-vkernel.^2./filterwidth^2);
% loop over tracks
if minarea==1
vtracks = repmat(struct('len',[],'X',[],'Y',[],'T',[],'U',[],'V',[]),ntracks,1);
else
vtracks = repmat(struct('len',[],'X',[],'Y',[],'T',[],'U',[], ...
'V',[],'Theta',[]),ntracks,1);
end
for ii = 1:ntracks
u = -conv(tracks(ii).X,vkernel,'valid');
v = -conv(tracks(ii).Y,vkernel,'valid');
if minarea==1
vtracks(ii) = struct('len',tracks(ii).len - 2*fitwidth, ...
'X',tracks(ii).X(fitwidth+1:end-fitwidth), ...
'Y',tracks(ii).Y(fitwidth+1:end-fitwidth), ...
'T',tracks(ii).T(fitwidth+1:end-fitwidth), ...
'U',u, ...
'V',v);
else
vtracks(ii) = struct('len',tracks(ii).len - 2*fitwidth, ...
'X',tracks(ii).X(fitwidth+1:end-fitwidth), ...
'Y',tracks(ii).Y(fitwidth+1:end-fitwidth), ...
'T',tracks(ii).T(fitwidth+1:end-fitwidth), ...
'U',u, ...
'V',v, ...
'Theta',tracks(ii).Theta(fitwidth+1:end-fitwidth));
end
end
% -=- Plot if requested -=-----------------------------------------------if noisy
if isnumeric(noisy) && noisy>1
%disp(['Plotting and saving frames. ' 'Plese do not cover the figure window!'])
if exist(savedirname,'file')~=7
mkdir(savedirname)
end
else
%disp('Plotting...')
end
defaultpos=get(0,'DefaultFigurePosition');
figure('units','pixels','position',[defaultpos(1:2) figsize]);
axes('nextplot','add','dataaspectratio',[1 1 1],'ydir','reverse');
title([num2str(ntracks) ' particle tracks: mean length ' ...
num2str(meanlength) ' frames, rms length ' num2str(rmslength) ...
' frames'])
xlabel([inputnames ', threshold = ' num2str(threshold) ...
', max_disp = ' num2str(max_disp) ', ' bground_name ...
', minarea = ' num2str(minarea) ', invert = ' num2str(invert)], ...
'interpreter','none');
[filepath,junk,ext]=fileparts(inputnames);
names=dir(inputnames);
if strcmpi(ext,'.avi')
[im,mark] = read_uncompressed_avi(fullfile(filepath,names.name),1); % use mark
just to keep it quiet
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im = im.cdata;
mark=[]; % but discard mark to start over
elseif numel(names)==1 && ( strcmpi(ext,'.tif') || ...
strcmpi(ext,'.tiff') || strcmpi(ext,'.gif') ) % single file, looks like an
image stack
im = imread(fullfile(filepath,names.name),1);
else
for ii=1:Nf
if strcmp(fullfile(filepath,names(ii).name),bground_name)
names(ii)=[]; % don't try to track the background file
break
end
end
im = imread(fullfile(filepath,names(1).name));
end % if strcmpi(ext,'.avi')
hi=imagesc(im);
xlim(0.5+[0 size(im,2)]);
ylim(0.5+[0 size(im,1)]);
colormap(gray); % has no effect if image is color b/c RGB values override
colorlist=get(gca,'colororder');
Ncolors=size(colorlist,1);
framerange=NaN(ntracks,2);
for jj=1:ntracks
framerange(jj,1)=vtracks(jj).T(1);
framerange(jj,2)=vtracks(jj).T(end);
end
for ii=1:Nf-fitwidth
np=0;
delete(findobj(gca,'type','line'))
ind = find( (framerange(:,1)<=ii) & (framerange(:,2)>=ii) );
for jj=1:numel(ind)
col=colorlist(mod(ind(jj)-1,Ncolors)+1,:);
indt=1:(ii-framerange(ind(jj),1)+1); % plot from beginning of track to
current frame
plot(vtracks(ind(jj)).X(indt),vtracks(ind(jj)).Y(indt), ...
'-','color',col);
np=np+1;
end
if strcmpi(ext,'.avi')
[im,mark] = read_uncompressed_avi( ...
fullfile(filepath,names.name),ii,mark);
set(hi,'cdata',im.cdata);
set(gcf,'name',[num2str(np) ' particles in ' names.name ...
' (' num2str(ii) ' of ' num2str(Nf) ')']);
elseif numel(names)==1 && ( strcmpi(ext,'.tif') || ...
strcmpi(ext,'.tiff') || strcmpi(ext,'.gif') ) % single file, looks like
an image stack
set(hi,'cdata',imread(fullfile(filepath,names.name),ii));
set(gcf,'name',[num2str(np) ' particles in ' names.name ...
' (' num2str(ii) ' of ' num2str(Nf) ')']);
else
set(hi,'cdata',imread(fullfile(filepath,names(ii).name)));
set(gcf,'name',[num2str(np) ' particles in ' names(ii).name ...
' (' num2str(ii) ' of ' num2str(Nf) ')']);
end % if strcmpi(ext,'.avi')
drawnow
pause(pausetime);
if isnumeric(noisy) && noisy>1
snap=getframe(gca);
imwrite(snap.cdata, ...
fullfile(filepath,savedirname,names(ii).name));
end
end
end
%disp('Done.')
end
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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%
%
%

Written 20 October 2011 by Doug Kelley
Edit: Rui Ni's Lab
Used by: Morgan Austin
Finds the particles to track

function [x,y,t,ang] =
ParticleFinder(inputnames,threshold,framerange,outputname,bground_name,arealim,invert,noi
sy)
% Usage: [x,y,t,ang] =
ParticleFinder(inputnames,threshold,[framerange],[outputname],[bground_name],[arealim],[i
nvert],[noisy])
% Given a movie of particle motions, ParticleFinder identifies the
% particles, returning their positions, times, and orientations in x, y,
% and t, respectively. The movie must be saved as a series of image files,
% an image stack in .tif or .gif format, or an uncompressed .avi file;
% specify the movie in "inputnames" (e.g., '0*.png' or 'stack.tif', or
% 'movie.avi'). To be identified as a particle, a part of the image must
% have brightness that differs from the background by at least "threshold".
% If invert==0, ParticleFinder seeks particles brighter than the
% background; if invert==1, ParticleFinder seeks particles darker than the
% background; and if invert==-1, ParticleFinder seeks any sort of contrast.
% The background is read from the file "bground_name"; see BackgroundImage.
% Frames outside the range specified by the two-element vector "framerange"
% are ignored. If arealim==1, ParticleFinder seeks single-pixel particles
% by comparing brightness to adjacent pixels (fast and good for small
% particles); otherwise ParticleFinder seeks particles having areas bounded
% by the two elements of the vector "arealim" (in square pixels; this
% method is better for tracking large particles). If "outputname" is not
% empty, particle positions are also saved as a binary file of that name.
% The file begins with a long int giving the frame count, then each frame
% begins with a long int giving its particle count, and continues with
% double-precision floats giving the x and y coordinates of each particle.
% If noisy~=0, the movie is repeated with particle locations overlaid. If
% noisy>1, each movie frame is also saved to disk as an image. See also
% BackgroundImage.m and PredictiveTracker.m. Requires
% read_uncompressed_avi.m for use with .avi movies.
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

Written 20 October 2011 by Doug Kelley, largely based on
PredictiveTracker.m.
Renamed ParticleFinder and incorporated FindParticles function 27 October
2011.
Fixed plotting bug in bug plotting 15 November 2011.
Added "ang" output (particle orientation) 18 November 2011.
Added "framerange" input 28 November 2011.
Updated to use weighted centroid 2 December 2011.
Included invert==-1 option 22 February 2012.
Made compatible with tiff & gif stacks and squelched regionprops
divide-by-zero warning 7 March 2012.
Thanks go to Max Gould for spotting a bug in the main loop; fixed 26
March 2012.
Changed 29 March 2012 to plot bars if minarea>1.
Updated 30 March 2012 to use *weighted* orientaion and pre-allocate
arrays.
Updated 29 May 2012 with "arealim" input instead of "minearea".

% Next: write angle to output file!
% -=- Set defaults -=----------------------------------------------------framerange_default = [1 inf]; % by default, all frames
bground_name_default = 'background.tif';
noisy_default=0; % don't plot unless requested
arealim_default=1;
invert_default=-1; % by default, use absolute contrast
pausetime=1/30; % seconds to pause between frames when plotting
savedirname='particlesmovie';
barsize=8; % if interested in angle, plot particles as rods 5 px long
if nargin<2
error(['Usage: [x,y,t,ang] = ' mfilename ...
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'(inputnames,threshold,[framerange],[outputname],' ...
'[bground_name],[arealim],[invert],[noisy])'])
end
if ~exist('framerange','var') || isempty(framerange)
framerange=framerange_default;
elseif numel(framerange)==1
framerange=framerange*[1 1];
end
if ~exist('bground_name','var') || isempty(bground_name)
bground_name=bground_name_default;
end
if ~exist('arealim','var') || isempty(arealim)
arealim=arealim_default;
end
if ~exist('invert','var') || isempty(invert)
invert=invert_default;
end
if ~exist('noisy','var') || isempty(noisy)
noisy=noisy_default;
end
if ~exist('outputname','var') || isempty(outputname)
writefile=false;
else
writefile=true;
end
% -=- Decide whether avi, stack, or images; set up -=--------------------[filepath,junk,ext]=fileparts(inputnames);
names=dir(inputnames);
if strcmpi(ext,'.avi')
movtype='avi';
if isempty(which('read_uncompressed_avi.m')) % check for req'd helper function
error(['Sorry, reading .avi files requires ' ...
'read_uncompressed_avi.m.'])
end
movinfo=aviinfo(fullfile(filepath,names.name));
color_depth=movinfo.NumColormapEntries;
ht=movinfo.Height;
wd=movinfo.Width;
tmin=max([framerange(1) 1]);
tmax=min([framerange(2) movinfo.NumFrames]);
elseif numel(names)==1 && ( strcmpi(ext,'.tif') || ...
strcmpi(ext,'.tiff') || strcmpi(ext,'.gif') ) % single file, looks like an image
stack
movtype='stack';
movinfo=imfinfo(fullfile(filepath,names.name));
color_depth=2^(movinfo(1).BitDepth);
ht=movinfo(1).Height;
wd=movinfo(1).Width;
tmin=max([framerange(1) 1]);
tmax=min([framerange(2) size(movinfo,1)]);
else
movtype='images';
movinfo=imfinfo(fullfile(filepath,names(1).name));
color_depth=2^(movinfo.BitDepth);
ht=movinfo.Height;
wd=movinfo.Width;
for ii=1:numel(names);
if strcmp(fullfile(filepath,names(ii).name),bground_name)
names(ii)=[]; % don't try to track the background file
break
end
end
tt=NaN(size(names));
for ii=1:numel(names)
[junk,myname]=fileparts(names(ii).name);
tt(ii)=str2double(myname);
end
if any(isnan(tt)) % at least one filename was not a number, so just make ordinals
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tt=1:numel(tt);
end
tmin=max([framerange(1) min(tt)]);
tmax=min([framerange(2) max(tt)]);
names = names( (tt>=tmin) & (tt<=tmax) );
end
Nf=tmax-tmin+1; % frame count
% -=- Pre-compute logarithms for locating particle centers -=------------if arealim==1
logs = 1:color_depth;
logs = [log(0.0001) log(logs)];
end
% -=- Read background image -=-------------------------------------------if exist(bground_name,'file')==2
background = double(imread(bground_name));
else
warning('MATLAB:ParticleFinder:noBackgroundFile', ...
['Cannot find ' bground_name '. Using blank image instead.'])
if invert==1
background = color_depth*ones(ht,wd);
else
background = zeros(ht,wd);
end
end % if exist(bground_name,'file')==2
if ndims(background)==3 % check for RGB instead of grayscale
background=round(mean(background,3));
end
% -=- Set up output file and variables -=--------------------------------if writefile
if exist(outputname,'file')
yn=input(['File ' outputname ' exists. Overwrite (y/n)? '],'s');
if ~strcmpi(yn(1),'y')
disp('Not overwritten.')
writefile=false;
else
disp(['Replacing file ' outputname '.'])
fid=fopen(outputname,'w');
fwrite(fid,Nf,'int32'); % header is integer frame count
end
pause(1)
else
fid=fopen(outputname,'w');
fwrite(fid,Nf,'int32'); % header is integer frame count
end
end
begins=ones(Nf+1,1);
mark=[];
for ii=1:Nf
tt=tmin+ii-1; % current time
switch movtype
case('avi')
[im,mark] = read_uncompressed_avi( ...
fullfile(filepath,names.name),tt,mark);
im = double(im.cdata);
case('stack')
im = double(imread(fullfile(filepath,names.name),tt));
case('images')
im = double(imread(fullfile(filepath,names(ii).name)));
end % switch movtype
if ndims(im)==3
if size(im,3)>3
error('Sorry, only grayscale and RGB images are supported.')
end
im=round(mean(im,3)); % convert to grayscale if necessary
end
if invert==1 % dark particles on light background
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im = background - im;
elseif invert==0 % light particles on dark background
im = im - background;
else
im = abs( im - background ); % seek any contrast, light or dark
end
im(im<0) = 0;
if arealim==1
pos = FindParticles(im,threshold,logs);
else
[pos,ang1] = FindRegions(im,threshold,arealim); % could also keep angle...
end
N=size(pos,1);
if ii==1 % if first frame, pre-allocate arrays for speed
x=NaN(N*Nf,1);
y=NaN(N*Nf,1);
t=NaN(N*Nf,1);
if arealim~=1
ang=NaN(N*Nf,1);
else
ang=[]; % no angles
end
memloc=1;
end
if N>0
x(memloc:memloc+N-1)=pos(:,1);
y(memloc:memloc+N-1)=pos(:,2);
t(memloc:memloc+N-1)=tt;
if arealim~=1
ang(memloc:memloc+N-1)=ang1;
end
memloc=memloc+N;
end
begins(ii+1)=begins(ii)+N;
switch movtype
case('avi')
disp(['Found ' num2str(N,'%.0f') ' particles in ' ...
names.name ' frame ' num2str(tt) ' (' ...
num2str(ii) ' of ' num2str(Nf) ').'])
case('stack')
disp(['Found ' num2str(N,'%.0f') ' particles in ' ...
names.name ' frame ' num2str(tt) ' (' ...
num2str(ii) ' of ' num2str(Nf) ').'])
case('images')
disp(['Found ' num2str(N,'%.0f') ' particles in ' ...
names(ii).name ' (' num2str(ii) ' of ' num2str(Nf) ').'])
end % switch movtype
if writefile
fwrite(fid,N,'int32'); % start the frame w/ particle count
fwrite(fid,pos','float32'); % then write particle locations x1 y1 x2 y2 ...
% Next: write angle as well!
end
end % for ii=1:tmax
x(memloc:end)=[];
y(memloc:end)=[];
t(memloc:end)=[];
if arealim~=1
ang(memloc:end)=[];
end
if writefile
fclose(fid);
end
% -=- Plot if requested -=-----------------------------------------------if noisy
if isnumeric(noisy) && noisy>1
disp(['Plotting and saving frames. ' ...
'Please do not cover the figure window!'])
if exist(savedirname,'file')~=7
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mkdir(savedirname)
end
else
disp('Plotting...')
end
figure;
axes('nextplot','add','dataaspectratio',[1 1 1],'ydir','reverse', ...
'xlim',0.5+[0 size(im,2)],'ylim',0.5+[0 size(im,1)]);
switch movtype
case('avi')
xlabel([names.name ', threshold = ' num2str(threshold) ...
', ' bground_name ', arealim = ' num2str(arealim), ...
', invert = ' num2str(invert)],'interpreter','none');
[im,mark] = read_uncompressed_avi( ...
fullfile(filepath,names.name),1);
im = im.cdata;
case('stack')
xlabel([names.name ', threshold = ' num2str(threshold) ...
', ' bground_name ', arealim = [' num2str(arealim), ...
'], invert = ' num2str(invert)],'interpreter','none');
im = imread(fullfile(filepath,names.name),1);
case('images')
xlabel([inputnames ', threshold = ' num2str(threshold) ...
', ' bground_name ', arealim = [' num2str(arealim) ']'], ...
'interpreter','none');
im = imread(fullfile(filepath,names(1).name));
end % switch movtype
hi=imagesc(im);
colormap(gray); % has no effect if image is color b/c RGB values override
hl=plot(NaN,NaN,'ro');
mark=[];
for ii=1:Nf
ind=begins(ii):begins(ii+1)-1;
if isempty(ang) %arealim==1 % just dots, no angles
set(hl,'xdata',x(ind),'ydata',y(ind));
else % plot bars to show angles
delete(hl);
hl=NaN(size(ind));
for jj=1:numel(hl)
hl(jj)=plot(x(ind(jj))+[-1 1]*barsize*cos(ang(ind(jj))), ...
y(ind(jj))+[-1 1]*barsize*sin(ang(ind(jj))),'r-');
end
end % if arealim==1
switch movtype
case('avi')
[im,mark] = read_uncompressed_avi( ...
fullfile(filepath,names.name),tmin+ii-1,mark);
set(hi,'cdata',im.cdata);
set(gcf,'name',[num2str(numel(ind)) ' particles in ' ...
names.name ' frame ' num2str(tmin+ii-1) ' (' ...
num2str(ii) ' of ' num2str(Nf) ')']);
case('stack')
set(hi,'cdata',imread(fullfile(filepath,names.name), ...
tmin+ii-1));
set(gcf,'name',[num2str(numel(ind)) ' particles in ' ...
names.name ' frame ' num2str(tmin+ii-1) ' (' ...
num2str(ii) ' of ' num2str(Nf) ')']);
case('images')
set(hi,'cdata',imread(fullfile(filepath, ...
names(ii).name)));
set(gcf,'name',[num2str(numel(ind)) ' particles in ' ...
names(ii).name ' (' num2str(ii) ' of ' ...
num2str(Nf) ')']);
end % switch movtype
drawnow
pause(pausetime);
if isnumeric(noisy) && noisy>1
snap=getframe(gca);
imwrite(snap.cdata, ...
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fullfile(filepath,savedirname,names(ii).name));
end
end
end
disp('Done.')
end % function ParticleFinder
% -=- function FindParticles -=------------------------------------------function pos = FindParticles(im, threshold, logs)
% Given an image "im", FindParticles finds small particles that are
% brighter than their four nearest neighbors and also brighter than
% "threshold". Particles are located to sub-pixel accuracy by applying a
% Gaussian fit in each spatial direction. The input "logs" depends on
% the color depth and is re-used for speed. Particle locations are
% returned in the two-column array "pos" (with x-coordinates in the first
% column and y-coordinates in the second).
s = size(im);
% identify the local maxima that are above threshold
maxes = find(im >= threshold & ...
im > circshift(im,[0 1]) & ...
im > circshift(im,[0 -1]) & ...
im > circshift(im,[1 0]) & ...
im > circshift(im,[-1 0]));
% now turn these into subscripts
[x,y] = ind2sub(s, maxes);
% throw out unreliable maxes in the outer ring
good = find(x~=1 & y~=1 & x~=s(1) & y~=s(2));
x = x(good);
y = y(good);
% find the horizontal positions
% look up the logarithms of the relevant image intensities
z1 = logs(im(sub2ind(s,x-1,y)) + 1)';
z2 = logs(im(sub2ind(s,x,y)) + 1)';
z3 = logs(im(sub2ind(s,x+1,y)) + 1)';
% compute the centers
xcenters = -0.5 * (z1.*(-2*x-1) + z2.*(4*x) + z3.*(-2*x+1)) ./ ...
(z1 + z3 - 2*z2);
% do the same for the vertical position
z1 = logs(im(sub2ind(s,x,y-1)) + 1)';
z3 = logs(im(sub2ind(s,x,y+1)) + 1)';
ycenters = -0.5 * (z1.*(-2*y-1) + z2.*(4*y) + z3.*(-2*y+1)) ./ ...
(z1 + z3 - 2*z2);
% make sure we have no bad points
good = find(isfinite(xcenters) & isfinite(ycenters));
% fix up the funny coordinate system used by matlab
pos = [ycenters(good), xcenters(good)];
end % function FindParticles
% -=- function FindRegions -=--------------------------------------------function [pos,ang] = FindRegions(im,threshold,arealim)
% Given an image "im", FindRegions finds regions that are brighter than
% "thresold" and have area larger than "arealim". Region centroids are
% returned in the two-column array "pos" (with x-coordinates in the first
% column and y-coordinates in the second). Region orientations are
% returned in radians, in the vector "ang".
if numel(arealim)==1
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arealim=[arealim inf]; % assume single size is a minimum
end
s = size(im);
warnstate=warning('off','MATLAB:divideByZero'); % squelch regionprops divide-by-zero
warnings
props=regionprops(im>threshold,im,'WeightedCentroid','Area', ...
'PixelValues','PixelList');
pos=vertcat(props.WeightedCentroid);
if numel(pos)>0
good = pos(:,1)~=1 & pos(:,2)~=1 & pos(:,1)~=s(2) & ...
pos(:,2)~=s(1) & vertcat(props.Area)>arealim(1) & ...
vertcat(props.Area)<arealim(2); % remove regions on edge, too small, or too
big
pos=pos(good,:);
props=props(good);
end
ang = NaN(size(props));
for ii = 1:numel(ang)
xy = props(ii).PixelList;
vals = props(ii).PixelValues;
uxx = sum( (xy(:,1)-pos(ii,1)).^2 .* vals ,1) / sum(vals) + 1/12;
uyy = sum( (xy(:,2)-pos(ii,2)).^2 .* vals ,1) / sum(vals) + 1/12;
uxy = sum( (xy(:,1)-pos(ii,1)).*(xy(:,2)-pos(ii,2)) .* vals ,1) ...
/ sum(vals);
if (uyy > uxx)
num = uyy - uxx + sqrt((uyy - uxx)^2 + 4*uxy^2);
den = 2*uxy;
else
num = 2*uxy;
den = uxx - uyy + sqrt((uxx - uyy)^2 + 4*uxy^2);
end
if (num == 0) && (den == 0)
ang(ii) = 0;
else
ang(ii) = atan(num/den);
end
end % for ii = 1:numel(ang)
warning(warnstate) % put things back the way we found them
end % function FindRegions

